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1. fNTRODUCTION.
This work is part of a larger and more ambitious project taking place in Oklahoma State
Umversity and the Air Force[Smi193j. The ultimate goal of that project is to develop a
tool capable of automatically generatmg software to solve transportation scheduling
problems.
.1'0 do so, the data have to be obtained from the user and stored in a convenient way. Next
the problem has to be classified since there are many vanations of the transportation
scheduling problem, and each variation needs a different approach in order to be solved.
Finally, once the classification is made, the data are input to a program that will generate
the software needed to solve that particular problem.
The goal of this work is not to offer solutions to the transportatIon scheduling problem
but to provide a Graphic User Interface (UU I) to get the data ITom the user and store the
mformation In a convenient and efficient way.
It might occur that the people in charge of loading the data into the computer are not
fami liar with the terminology used in scheduling, and wi II need a !:,'Taphic user interface
that asks them questions of everyday-life kind. Also it will not be relevant for the system
what kmd of data are bemg I.oaded or what kind of transportatIOn scheduling the problem
might be classifIed as. Hence, the targets of this GUI are users that are neither expert
programmers nor transportation scheduling specialists; therefore the aUI must be both
user-friendly and easy to use.
The goal of this work is:
• To provide a GUI specifically for transportation scheduling problem specification.
• 'rhe GUI will"know" about transportation scheduling problems. In this sense it will
be "intelhgent", since it will have knowledge incorporated making it able to ask the
appropriate questions to get the infonnation needed. For instance if the system is
loaded with infonnation on two ditTerent types of conveyances such as airplanes and
trucks, the system will be, in the future, able to ask questions based on the fact that a
given conveyance is an airplane or a truck.
• The graphic user interface will be object-oriented., so that it will be extensible,
modular, and easy to maintain.
• The graphic user interface should be user-fnendly and very easy to use. DIalog
boxes, check boxes, text boxes, radio buttons, mouse handling, icons, and help
windows will provide the user with all the information he/she will need to use it.
• it will integrate geographical information data, transportation scheduling data and
constramt data. Geographical data such as distances between cities, transportation
scheduling data such as the location of a vehicle, and constraints such as availability
of a certain type of conveyances in a given locatlon wlll be available In the system.
An example of a company that picks up and delivers cargoes of different sizes and
characteristics using two types of conveyances (airplanes and trucks) in twenty citIes of
the United States will be used to develop the GU l. Cargoes need to be picked up in some
locatIOns and dropped off in some others, each one has an earliest amval tIme and a
latest arrival time, airplanes have a capacity and maximum range and so do trucks, and
there will be restrictions such as there are no airplanes in location "x", or no truck heavier
than "p" pounds can go to location "y"; information like this is what the system IS going
to store.
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n. TRANSPORTATION SCHEDULING PROBLEM
Let us consider a company that picks up and delivers packages. It has to have one or
several vehicles or conveyances. Lt has shipments that have to be picked up in a location
and delivered in another location. It has one or more places in whIch to store the
vehicles and the shipments. It has restrictions on delivery time, vehicle sizes and
capaCIties, the kind of shipments that can be transported using the vehicles (e.g. some
vehides might not be able to transport food. or other kind of perishable shipments), and
so on.
This company has to figure out an etTective way of deciding which vehicle has to pick up
which shipments in which locations at what time so it can be profitable. It has to
schedule every route and the tasks (pickups and drop-ofts) to be done as efficiently as
possible so it can respond very quickly to changing situations (e.g. truck breakdowns).
The transportation scheduling problem is a non-trivial one. Its computational complexity
is NP-hard, meaning that there is no known algorithm able to solve it in polynomial time
based on the size of the input; thus a huge amount of computation is needed in order to
solve large problems.
There are many flavors of the transportation scheduling problem, some more complex
than others. The data needed to solve the different kinds of problems may vary from one
problem to the other, making it very difficult to have an algorithm able to solve
efficiently all of the different flavors. Therefore we need to classify transportation
scheduling problems in order to solve them.
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II. I. CLassification oftransportation scheduling problems.
The ultimate goal of any transportation scheduling is to produce a schedule as output,
i.e., a list of activities (pickups and drop-offs) to be accomplished by each driver in the
given locations with the restrictions of time and following a specified route.
The goal of solving scheduling problems is to produce a schedule and a route, which are
not very different for different kinds of problems, so the problems must be classified
based on their characteristics. Considering two problems of the same kind, the fact that
there are time restrictions makes them totally different. For example the problem of
delivering newspapers and the problem of delivering food by a catering service are
similar in the sense that the goods to be delivered are in a depot and must be taken to the
customers.
However, in the case of the newspapers, as long as they are all delivered within a short
period of time (say two or three hours) the time considerations may be ignored and the
problem is purely one of routing. The caterer, on the other hand, should deliver the food
at a certain time; and he/she better do this if he/she wants to keep the customer.
J1.2. Characteristics of Transportation Scheduling Problems
Scheduling problems can be represented as graphs where the nodes are locations and the
arcs represent the fact that it is possible to go from the location at one end of the arc to a
location at the other end. It might be the case that it is possible to go from location "a" to
location "b" but not from location "b" to location "a", in this case the arc between
location (node) "a" and location (node) "b" is said to be directed, ifthe direction of the
arc is irrelevant, it is said to be undirected.
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The U.S. Department ofTransportation uses the following list of characteristics of
transportation scheduling problems to classify them (see [Bodi8]]) :
Size of the vehicle fleet available: the fleet is the set of all the vehicles the
company has to carry out the activities that are to be scheduled.
• One Vehicle: only one vehicle is used to carry out the activities.
• More than one vehicle: two or more vehicles are used to carry out the
activities.
Type of fleet available
• Homogeneous: the same kind of vehicles, planes, trains, or boats are
used.
• Heterogeneous: different kind of vehicles, planes, trains, or boats are
used. A vehicle would be considered different from another one of the
same kind if it has a special feature. For example two airplanes of the
same capacities would be considered different from each other if one
of them is equipped to transport refrigerated goods.
Nature of demands: the demand is the amount of goods that are to be delivered
at a given location.
• Deterministic: we know ahead of time the amount of goods to be
delivered at each location.
• Stochastic: we do not know ahead of time the amount of goods to be
delivered to at least one location; there are probabilities associated
with the amount of goods to be delivered. For example, based on a
study of the behavior of the demand in a given location one could
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know the probability of the demand being in different ranges of
amount of goods.
Location of demands: sometimes the problem specification requires that goods
be picked up at one place (say a depot) and delivered at another place (say a
customer or another depot). In that case, we can consider the source and
destination as nodes of the graph and the demand is in a node of the graph.
However, there are other cases where the drop-offs are not in a final destination,
but in the route used to get to the final destination. For instance, a mail truck
departs from the post office, delivers mail in its route and comes back to its
original location. In this case the demand is not in the nodes ofthe graph but in
the arcs.
• At nodes (not necessarily all): generally the location of the demand
will be at the nodes of the graph.
• At arcs (not necessarily all): when the nodes have a special meaning,
like locations at which the company has offices for instance, the
demands might be located in some of the arcs of the graph. In this
case the graph might be redrawn so the demands are located at the
nodes.
• Mixed: some demands are located in the arcs and some are located in
the nodes.
Underlying network: as in graph theory, the arcs can be directed or undirected,
depending on whether or not it is important in which direction the arcs are
traversed. For example, if two sites (nodes) are connected through a highway, the
arc (highway) can be traversed in both directions and the direction is not relevant
anymore. However, if there is a place "x" from where one can fly to place "y"
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but to go back one has to go first to place '"z" before going back to place "x", for
the arc between "x" and 'Y' the direction 1s important because it is from '"x' to
'"y" only.
• Undirected: the direction ofthe arcs in the graph is irrdevant.
• Directed: the direction of the arcs in the graph is important.
• Mixed: some arcs are directed and some are not.
Vehicle capacity constraints: the vehicles themselves have a limited capacity
beyond which is not possible to load them. Besides, it might occur that there
could be regulations on the we1ght of the vehicles that circulate in a highway or in
a city or in a state
• Imposed all the time: either the capacity of the vehicle is fixed or
there are regulations that limit it during all ofthe route.
• Imposed not all the time: the capacity of the vehicle is constrained by
external agents in some pans of the route whereas in others it might be
aUb'll1ented.
• Not imposed: the capacity of the vehicle can be augmented as much
as needed; for example cars might be attached to a train.
Costs: the costs can be classified as fixed or variable.
• Var1able or routine costs: the costs that increase with the distance that
has to be covered in order to cany out the activities, such as gasoline,
oil, tires, and maintenance expenses.
• Fixed operating or vehicle acquisition costs (capital costs): the cost of
the vehicles themselves, for example.






Objective: the objective of the schedule varies from one case to the other
• Minimize routing costs incurred
• Minimize sum of fixed and variable costs
• Minimize number ofvehicles required
Combining all the characteristics above, one can have a large number of problem
settings. A well known scheduling problem is the so called traveling salesman prohlem
(TSP), which requires the determination of a minimal cost route for a salesman that
needs to visit several locations; i.e., a cycle that passes through each node exactly once.
In this case there is only one vehicle involved, the arcs may be directed or undirected
depending on the specification of the problem, and the objective is to minimize the sum
of fixed and variable costs. If the costs are symmetric; i.e., they do not depend on the






The traveling salesman problem is known to be NP-hard, so we can say intuitively that
the complexity of our example of the company that picks up and delivers packages is at
least as complex as that one when we have the case of only one vehicle to carry out the
activities. In other words our example is of NP-hard complexity.
/1.3 Approaches to solving Transportation Scheduling Problems
As said before, the scheduling problem can be represented as graphs where the nodes are
locations and the arcs represent the fact that it is possible to go from the location at one
end of the arc to the location at the other end. If it is possible to go in one direction the
arcs are said to be directed, otherwise they are said to be undirected.
After having the graph dravVTI in a convenient way, one can apply several approaches to
solving it. For example, if the graph is a tree, depth-tirst search, breadth-first search, best-
first search, beam search, hill climbing, or any other tree traversal strategy can be used
[Wins92). If the h'Taph is not a tree, one can either sort the hTfaph based on a certain
attribute (topological sort [Wins92] might be a choice) and apply any of the approaches
above or explore all the possible combinations until the optimal schedule is found.
The latter approach (exploring all the possibilities) might not be the best one since the
amount of computation increases exponentially as the size of the input increases, for all
known algorithms that are guaranteed to achieve absolute optimality.
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The complexity of the problem makes it necessary that the data needed to solve it be
stored in a convenient and efficient way to minimize the computational burden ofdealing
with the data when the problem is being solved.
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III. SPATIAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL DATABASES.
The classical definition of a database is a set of interrelated data files, each one
consisting of data records (tuples) that allows a number of operations to manipulate the
data mes and the tuples of a given data file, while minimizing data redundacy, avoiding
data inconsistency and preserving data integrity. [Date91]
Operations such as the creation of new data files, the insertion, modification, retrieval,
and deletion of data tuples and the removal ofexisting data files are the most important
ones, but there might be others, like the joining of two or more different files and the
generation of reports that, if not essential, are very useful and convenient. If the database
is a relational one, the data files are called tables (even the relations are considered to be
tables), and the tuples are called rows.[Date91]
Implicit in the previous definition is the existence of named (in the sense of
distinguishable) logical units and relationships between those logical units, The universe
that is to be represented by means of the database has to be broken down into those
logical units in the process of designing and constructing the database,
The universe represented by a spatial database cannot be broken down into logical units,
so it must be somehow abstracted, generalized or approximated in order that the database
be created. Data modeling is very important for geob'Taphical databases and defines the
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way the final user will perceive the universe represented. The success of a geof,lTIlphical
database depends on its capability of representing accurately the universe~ to do so, it
requires not only efficient access to a database but also accurate data models.
Spatial and geographical data differ from other kinds of data in that they are associated
with a topological object (point, line, or polygon) that has a position somewhere in space.
The difference between spatial and geographical data is that spatial data are referred to
an arbitrary point in space which is the origin of the coordinate system, whereas
geographical data are referred to a point located on the earth. For example a Computer
Aided Design (CAD) system uses spatial data rather than geo!,'Taphic data when used to
design a tridimensional figure.
From the above it follows that if a data model consists of logical units of data and such
logical units are abstractions or approximations of geographical reality, two data models
referring to the same universe might represent it in different ways. Geographical data
describe geographical reality in terms of: the position of geo!,'Taphical objects in a
specified coordinate system, their associated attributes which are unrelated to position
and their spatial or topological interrelations which describe how the objects are linked
together in the system.
The geographical reality refers to empirically verifiable facts about the real world;
however, those facts may not be certain due to subjectivity or errors. Very often the
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relationship between reality and database is complicated by the existence of a map or
other kind of representation of reality with its own data model. Information is lost
between reality and the map or representation, and between the representation and the
database. This makes it even more difficult to present the final user with an accurate
representation ofreality.
III. J. Geographical Reality.
If geof,'Taphical data are represented as points in a two-dimensional space, the tuple T =
<x,y,ZI,Zl,... ,z,,> giving the values ofn spatial variables at location (x,y) may be used as
the fundamental element of geographical infonnation.
Since x and yare continuous, the number of tuples is infinite,so the process of modeling
becomes the process of representing an infinite set of tuples by means of a finite set of
tuples big enough to give the user an accurate view of the reality and small enough to fit
the constraints of digital storage. x and yare also continuous in maps and other kinds of
respresentation; the problem is hO\v to represent the variability of ZI through Zrl. It is
desirable to map as many variables as possible into a single mapped variable, by means
of a function f(z], Z2,... ,z,,).
In general, the similarity between the variables in the tuples T, = <XI,YI,ZII,ZI2, ... ,Zln> and
T1 = <X2,Y2,Z2I,Zn,... ,Z2n> increases as the locations ofT I and T2 become closer to each
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other. This is called spatial autocorrelation and it can be exploited to discretize the
spatial variation. Two general discretization strategies are used. The first one is called
the sampling strategy and it assumes that (XIS]) and (X2,Y2) must be more than a certain
minimal distance apart before the associated tuples become noticeably different The
second one is called the piecewise strategy and it assumes that the universe can be
subdivided into homogeneous, interconnected regions, \\lhere a function describes the
variation within each region.
Many data models are based on discrete objects located in the plane. In this case the
spatial variation is represented by a set of tuples <i,a!,az,... ,3.nl> where 1 is an object and
al through am are the object's attributes. Location is described by a set of tuples
<x,y,()j,... ,Oj, ... >, where 01 is a binary variable indicating whether or not object i is present
at location (x,y). A variation of this approach will be used to handle the geographic data
in the graphic user interface.
There are other ways of representing geographical data. [Good91] offers a fairly thorough
discussion and more references for readers interested in further information.
111.2. Geographical Data Modeling
Two spatial data models are used most widely for geographical data modeling. They are
the vector and the tesseral (also knovVTl as tesselation, grid, matrix, and raster) models.
For raster data structures, the fundamental unit of representation is usually the square
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pixel, whereas for vector data structures it has been defined in several ways, a link being
the one suggested [Raper92].
The expressive power of the representation is detennined in a high debrree by the
infonnation content of the data model~ however, spatial data is very dependent on the
data model chosen, perhaps more than any other kind of data. The two fundamental units
(pixels and links) cannot be considered to be identical because they behave in different
ways under transformation. There is a simmetry between these two representations but
they are qualitatively different.
[Raper92] introduces the following classification for data structures used in geof:,rraphical
data modeling:
Vector data structures.
• Unstructured (spaghetti): each geographical feature is represented as a string of x,y
coordinates.
• Link and node (spaghetti and meatball): intersecting lines in a link and node structure
must share a node, and all dosed areas are identified.
• Hierarchical: incorporates explicit relationships between polygons and their bounding
lines and between lines and their constituent points in a hierarchical system.
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• Topological directional: stores start nodes, end nodes, and direction ofdigitizing; the
relationships between lines and polygons is detennined by processing.
• Topological complex: the basic atomic unit is the common boundary between
polygons~ all adjacent polygons are stored for each boundary.
• Object-based: topologically complex units that can represent complex polygons made
of other polygons, or support overlapping polygons.
Tesseral (raster) data structures.
• Regular unstructured: a matrix of unindexed cell values; the most popular shape for
cells is the square.
• Simple structured: an improved version of the unstructured tesseral that is more
efficient in the use of data storage, by run length encoding, for example.
• Nested structured: solves the storage problem by recursively subdividing a grid. The
quadtree and the R-trees fall in this category.
• lrregular: the space is subdivided into irregular subspaces. The most widely used is
the Triangular Irregular Network (TIN) [.lone94J.
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Hybrid data structures.
• Vaster: Peuquet (see reference in [Raper92]) developed the vaster data structure to
make use of the advantages of both the vector and the tesseral systems. It is little used
in practice.
NonspatiaJ data structures for spatial data.
All spatial and nonspatial data must be stored in a computer system in order to be used by
the spatial database system. Five main database designs are the most widely used
[Raper92].
• Flat files: the records and fields have very simple table structure. Used in very
simple GIS.
• Hierarchical: each record can have links to lower level records but only one link to a
higher-order record. Good for one-to-many relationships. [1 introduces a lack of
flexibility to GIS.
• Network: similar to the hierarchical but it allows many-to-many relationships.
Efficient, but its complex structure restricts its use in creating spatial databases.
• Relational: data are organized into a series of tables, with the rows of the table
corresponding to records and the columns corresponding to fields. They are easy to
use and set up. However, some manipulations are rather slow.
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• Object Oriented: the ability to incorporate simple and complex geographical features
(poi nts, lines, polygons, sets of polygons, and rasters), and support different versions
of the same feature makes object oriented databases very suitable to support spatial
data.
111.3. Geographical Information Systems (GIS).
Even though this work does not pursue the building of a full GIS, it does use spatial data.
Spatial data are very difficult to handle because of their speclal characteristics discussed
above, and GIS technology offers efficient ways of approaching the different issues
involved.
111.3.1. Some definitions of GIS:
• Geographical Information Systems are defined as computer systems for "capturing,
storing, checking, manipulating, analyzing, and displaying data which are spatially
referenced to the Earth" [(DoE 1987)J [Raper92].
• "GIS may be defined as a system capable of efficient input, storage, representation,
and retrieval of spatial indexed data" [Ri fai93].
• "Loosely defined, a GIS is a mixture of computer hardware and software used to
collect, manage and analyze data found on maps, including both maps and associated
attributes" [Sonne87].
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• "Geographi,c infonnation systems must be regarded as a special fonn ofdatabase
management system which facilitates operations on spatial data" fMasse91].
In a GIS, four main components can be identified: sof1ware, hardware, data model
(spatial and nonspatial) and the organizational context. In the last few years the
hardware technolob'Y has become faster and cheaper. A lot of GIS software has been
developed. Regarding the data model, even though some authors maintain it has been the
ugly duckling since much of the emphasis has been placed on software and hardware,
several data models have been made available for GIS. The success of the GIS depends
on whether or not it is placed in an appropriate organizational context and properly
integrated into the whole work process.
To represent the multiple variables present in each geographical location, GIS place the
information in layers. Each layer contains infonnation about a different feature, for
example population, forests, roads, rivers, etc.
The fact that many GIS have been developed with different system designs makes it
difficult for the user to distinguish between systems and compare their functionality and
performance.
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111.3.2. G IS relevancy criteria.
In [Masse91], the following GIS relevancy criteria are proposed. Masser and Blakemore
state that any spatial analysis technique which 1S meant to be GIS relevant should
include:
1. An ability to handle large N (10,000 or more spatial objects) without any fundamental
difficulty.
2. It should be explicitly geographical and either use or incorporate some of the unique
features that characterize spatial data.
3 There should be no barriers to eventual portability of the technology.
4. It should be capable of being interfaced or tighly coupled with GlS.
5. It should address issues and areas of applied importance.
6. There should be strong focus on generic topics.
7. The technolo.6'Y should be well founded and able to sustain critical scrutiny by experts
from related disciphnes
8. It should be usable by the end users that characterize GIS, most of whom will neither
be trained spatial scientists nor spatial statisticians nor academic researchers.
In spite of the vast opportunities offered by GIS, there are major shortcomings to their
use. The software and hardware needed to implement them are generally very expensive
, and the database development itself is a long and expensive process.
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1//04. Topological Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing (TIGER) System.
The TIGER system [Masse91] is an example of a geographical database. The
infonnation contained in it is used by several GIS applications. It was developed jointly
by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) and the Census Bureau. 11 contains
digital geObTfaphical data that includes roads, radways, and rivers, the associated
geographical areas for collecting census data, political areas (cities and townships), and
other features that allow basic analysis of changes between the 1980 and 1990 census. It
is being used by the Census Bureau as a means for collecting data and in creating census
products for sale to users. It contains a total of 19,000 megabytes of information. Each
record contains the following data:
'I. The name and type of the feature; that is whether the feature is a road or street, a
waterway, a railroad, a political boundary, etc.
') The coordinate values defining intersection points along the feature, together with
other geometrlc characteristics of the feature~ for example, the curve vectors defining
the shape of the feature;
3. The range of addresses located between intersection points for those records
representing streets or roads, in addition to the post office name and ZIP code of each
address range;
4. The codes of the geographic areas applicable to each segment of the feature, based on
the geometric relationship to the feature of the boundaries in the file for each
geographic entity; and
21
5. Other special situations associated with the record; for example major employment
centers or residential structures located along the feature.
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IV. OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING (OOP).
Object oriented programming is a new programming paradigm that represents real-world
physical objects through logical o~jects that behave in a way that resembles the physical
objects.
In the same sense as variables have a type in traditional programming languages, logical
objects are grouped into classes in object-oriented programming. A class is an
abstraction of the characteristics of a collection of similar objects. Classes have data
components and function components, and they are referred to as data memhers and
memherjunctions. Member functions define the behavior of the objects of a given class.
Every logical object belongs to a class. The process of creating a new object of a given
class is called instantiation and objects are said to be instances of that given class.
Classes can be nested within other classes to any level of depth, In this case the child
(inner) class inherits the characteristics of the parent (outer) class. Inheritance in o~ject­
oriented programming is supposed to be analogous to biological inheritance.
Object-oriented programming allows the programmer to "hide" details the final user does
not need to know, providing interfaces to request the details he/she needs to know. This
capability is called encapsulation.
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Grady Booch gives the following definition for object-oriented programming: "Object-
Oriented programming is a method of implementation in which programs are organized
as cooperative collections of objects, each of which represents an instance of some class,
and whose classes are all members of a hierarchy of classes united via inheritance
relationships" [Booch94).
Logical objects communicate with each other by means of messages. Objects send
messages to one another requesting services, and the messages trigger the execution of
the appropriate methods (functions) in the recipients of the messages. This process is
called message passing.
Another feature ofOOP is the ability of the objects to behave in different ways according
to the message passed, and the ability of designing operators to carry out object
manipulation. This festure is called [Jolymorplllsm and it can be either overriding or
overloadmg. In the following sections this concepts will be made clearer
C++ was chosen as the programming language in which to develop the graphic user
interface because it is a popular programming language that seems to have become the




As said before, every object belongs to a class which contains all the data members and
members functions of the objects that are instances of the class. The fotlowing example














In this example magnitude, angle, and name are the data members of the class vector and
vector, -vector, se/!vfa~, selAngle, ~etMag, gefAngle, and prinrName are the interfaces
for the member functions. The keywords private and puhlic detennine which members
are accessible and which ones are not. Private members can be accessed only by objects
that are instances of the class, whereas puhlic members are accessible for any object.
There is yet another keyword (pro/ected), the use ofwhich is explained in the section
about inheritance. This is the way encapsulation is implemented in C++
There are two member functions that deserve special attention: vector and -vector.
(Notice that the name "vector" is the same as the name of the c1.ass.) Vector and --vector
are called the constructor and the destructor of the class.
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A constructor is a special member function that gets executed automatically every time a
new instance of the class is created. ffno constructor is defined for a class, the compiler
will automatically create one constructor that takes no arguments and is called the default
constructor. It is recommended that a constructor be defined in the case that, as in our
example, there are data members that need to allocate memory dynamically.
A destructor is a special member function that gets executed automatically every time an
object is destroyed. If no destructor is defined, the compiler will automatically create
one. Destructors never take arguments. Just as before, when there are data members that
need to deallocate memory dynamically allocated, the designer should def! ne a
destructor. Both constructors and destructors do not have a return type.
Destructors get executed automatically at the end of a program block for all the objects
that are local to that segment of code. In some si,tuations, destructors have to be invoked
explicitly by the pro!:,Tfammer.
n,is is (J COII.HnlCIOr
veuor: :vl!uorlfloall/l..floal C/. clrar· 11) (
n/aglllllldp ~ 11/:
(./Ilg/1! ~ a:
name = lIew clllIr!Slrlenln) I I j:
strcpylf/a1/1e. ni.
}







The first segment of code above creates an instance of the class vector, assigns values to
the data members magnitude and angle, allocates a chunk of memory for the data
member name, and copies the contents of the location pointed to by parameter n into the
new location.
The next segment of code deal10cates the chunk of memory previously assigned to name,
and after that destroys the instance for which the destructor was called.
The last portion of code creates a vector instance called vI, which has a magnitude of 25
units, an angle of 60. 0 units, and a stored name "My Vector".
The scope resolution operator ("::") tells the compiler that the functions are member of
the class vector The operators ne"': and delete work in a way similar to the library
functions mallocO andlreeO but they are specially designed to handle objects.
1J<2. Inheritance.
One of the major advantages to inheritance in OOP is that it reduces code redundancy,
which in tum might lead to dala inconsistencies and data integrity violations. Children
classes, often called suhclasses or derived classes, inherit data members and member
functions from the parent(s) c1ass(es), also called slIf'en;/asses or hose classes. A class
v.·hose derived classes are in tum classes themselves is called a me/aclass.
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Inheritance presents a problem since, as we stated before, the private members of a class
can only be accessed by instances of that class. That means that a derived class cannot
access the private members of its base class. The keyword protected aHows data
members to be accessed by the instances of the class and its derived classes.
The base class of a class can be in turn be public, private or protected. To detennine the
visibihty of the members of the base class the following rules apply:
• The public, protected, and private members of a public base class are inherited as
public, protected, and private respectively.
• The public, protected, and private members of a protected base class are inherited as
protected, protected, and private respectively.
• The public, protected, and private members of a private base class are inherited as
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In the example above, vector is the base class and namedVec[ur is the derived class. The
data members magnitude and angle are access1ble for instances of class vector as well as
for instances of class namedVector. Since in class namedVec/ur the hase class is
declared to be private, all the members of vector are inher1ted as private by namedVeclu/".
However, the pr1vacy is overriden for the member functions vector::getmagO and
veclor::getAngleO by redeclaring them in the public section of namedVeclor.
Inheritance may be used in the fonowing cases [Budd91]:
• Specialization: the most common use of inheritance is for specialization. ff an is-a
relationship holds, then specialization is appropriate. Sometimes it is not easy to
dec1de whether a relat10nship 1s is-a or has-a,
• Specification: the subclasses are not a refinement of an existent class; instead they
are the completion of an incomplete, abstract class spec1fication.
• Construction: a class inherits almost all of its functionality from a superclass,
changing minor details.
• Generalization: the oposite of specialization. Used when building on existing classes
that cannot or should not be changed. Its use should be avoided.
• Extension: adds totally new abilities. Overrides methods from the parent class.
• Limitation: similar to specdication, but the behavior of the subclass is smaller than
that of the superclass.
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• Variance: classes with similar implementation whert~ there is not a clear hierarchical
relationship. Specification might be a better solution.
• Combination: also known as multiple inheritance. The base class inherits behavior
from several parents.
IV. 3. Operator Overloading.
Operators such as +, - ,* , /, %, ++, -- «, », =, [], 0, etc., can be overloaded and given
new meaning when acting on instances of the class for which they were overloaded.
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There are some other OOP features in this example besides operator overloading. The
first one is default parameters. In the limerCIass constructor, a default value of zero is
assigned to the fonnal parameters hand m. Also, the reference operator & is used to pass
fonnal parameters by reference to the member functions~ this avoids the requirement that
the constructor be called every time an object is passed to a function.
In addition, the self-reference variable this is used. This is a pointer to a class that exists
in every instance of the class, so it can refer to itself when necessary. And finally, friend
functions are used. A friend function is a function that is granted access to the private
members of a class. Friend functions should be used sparsely since they constitute a
violation of the encapsulation.
The member function operulor' . (; overloads the ++ operator, so if a !imerClus,,,,'
instance limer exists, ~ - timer increments the timer by one minute. It also returns a copy
of itself, so it can be used in conjunction with other operators.
The member functions opera!or- (im m) and ()peralnr~(limerCluss& I) overloads the +
operator to allow it to add a timerClass instance and an integer value or another
limerrlass instance. They also return a copy of the result.
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The friend function operator-- finl m, tlmer( lass& t) allows to add and integer to a
fimerClass instance. It is different from the one above because it allows operations such
as 5 timer; whereas the latter allows the ones such as timer ~ 8;.
The friend function operator « (ostream& out, timerClass& t) overloads the output
operator« and returns a reference to the output stream, so it can be used to output
several objects at the time.
IVA. Abstract Classes.
An abstract class is one that is never instantiated because it is too general or is
incompletely defined. When subclassing for specification, the parent class describes very
vaguely the behavior of its children. In C++, abstract classes are implemented by means
of pure virtual functions.
Abstract classes are useful because they allow the implementation of polymorphic
objects, i.e., objects whose behavior depends on the type of the data contained in them,
rather than on the type of the object itself In C++, a pointer to a class can hold not only
addresses of instances of that class but also addresses of instances of derived classes: a
pointer to an abstract class is used to hold a pointer to derived class instances. This
allows the execution of the different definitions for the pure virtual function in the
derived classes.
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IV. 5. Multiple Inheritance.
Multiple inheritance is sometimes the only way to get around complicated relationships.
The following example of multiple inheritance is from the iostream class library.
dass is/ream: vlrll/al public ios {. ..},
c1asJ O.Hrelml· virtual public iOJ {. ..,l:
c/IJS.l ;OJ/remll: pllbli ISlrelml. pllhlic OJ/ream ( .. ):
This is a special case; notice that the derived class, los/ream, has two base classes,
i,<;!ream and ostream, which i.n tum share a common base class, io,'1'. This presents a
problem since we have to make sure that jos/ream only inherits one copy of the members
of ios. The keyword virtual before the base class lOS , in the class declaration of is/ream
and (}s/ream, does precisely that. It guarrantees that in los/ream there is going to be only
one copy of the members of lOS.
IV. 6. Persistent Objects.
A persistent object is one that exists beyond the execution of the piece of code that
created it. To be able to do so, the object has to be stored in some kind of electronic or
magnetic medium until it is needed again.
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There are several problems to be addressed with persistent objects. For example, when
an object is created, it gets the addresses o[lts member functions. If the object is stored
for a while and then reloaded into memory, there is no guarantee that the addresses of its
member functions are going to be the same ones.
Persistent objects must be able to be converted back and forth from their physical
representation into a symbolic representation. The creation of a physical representation
from a symbolic one is called activation. The creation of a symbolic representation from
a physical one is called pas.\'lvafJOn. By means of passivation and activation, objects can
be shared between different programs and perhaps different computer environments.
Persistent objects are the components of an object-oriented database.
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v. THE GRAPHIC USER INTERFACE.
]n this work, a GUT specifically for transportation scheduling specification has been
developed in motif/C++ in the X windows environment. The motif toolkit was chosen
because it has definitions for many objects that are useful for GUl's and it is available in
the Computer Science Department computer. C++ was chosen because it is a popular
object oriented language. Object-orientation has the following advantages: code easy to
maintain, code extensibility and code reusability.
J< 1. Geographical Data.
Geographical data are stored in databases in layers, each layer having information about
different kinds of geographical data. They are very varied and complex, comprising
information about natural resources, population, urban development, industrial
development, waste disposal, weather and more. Only a fraction of all the information
available in geographical databases is relevant fOT transportation scheduling problems,
but it is still a large amount of data.
Some of the relevant data are:
Cities: the access to both geographical and transportation data will be made through an
index based on the city where the data belongs. What is basically needed is the.location
of the city; however, additional information such as the state in which the city is located
and the population are provided.
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Paths: we call paths the connections between cities; they might be roads, highways, or
ainvays. They serve to determine whether it is possible to go from one city to another
and the distance between those cities.
Weather information: this is a variable and complex kind of data that is induded only
to shO\v the many possiblities that exist in representing geographical data. The weather
information will also be associated with a given city to make it easier,
V.1.t. The R*-tree: a data structure for spatial data.
The geographical data are handled by means of an R*-tree[Beck90]. An R"'-tree is a data
structure for spatial data that has many desirable properties that allow it to give excellent
performance handling very large spatial databases. The R"'-tree is a variation (lfthe R-
tree introduced by Guttman (see [Gutt84]). The R-tree is a height-balanced tree similar
to a B-tree with index records in its leaf nodes pointing to spatial objects,
As the B-trees, R-trees remain balanced while maintaining the tlexibility of dinamically
adjustable windows that deal with "dead space'- on the database, like the quadtrees do. A
second important characteristic of R-trees is the fact that, at the leaf level they store full
and non-atomic spatial objects. This last feature provides a natural high level object
oriented search [FaI087].
The leaf nodes of the R-tree contain entries of the form (object-pointer, rectangle) where
object-pointer points to a spatial object and rectang'le is the minimum bounding rectangle
that contains the spatial object. Non-leaf nodes of the R-tree contain entries of the form
(child-pointer, rectangle) where child-pointer points to a child node and rectangle is the
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minimum bounding rectangle that contains all the rectangles which are entries in the
child node.
R.ot~
I\:n R-tree struclure Wllh M =~
If M is the maximum number of entries that will fit in a node, Jet m <= MI2 be the
minimum number of entries in a node. The R-tree satisfies:
(1) Every leaf node contains between m and M index records, inclusive, unless it
is the root.
(2) Every non-leaf node has between m and M children, inclusive, unless it is the
root.
(3) The root node has at least two children unless it is a leaf.
(4) All leaves are at the same level.
The desirable characteristics of the R*-tree mentioned above are the following (see
[Beck90]):
(1) The area covered by a directory rectangle i.s minimized.
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(2) The overlap between directory rectangles is minimized.
(3) The margin (perlmeter) of directory rectangles is minimized.
(4) Storage utihzation is optimized.
The data needed to specit)! transportation scheduling problems can be classified as
geographical data and transportation scheduling data. The application should integrate
them so they can be used later to produce a schedule for the problem being specified.
J-: 2. Transportation scheduling data.
Four types of transportation scheduling data are considered: conveyances, cargoes
(shipments), sites and additional constraints.
Conveyances: they serve to move cargoes from one site to another. We will consider
the following characteristics of conveyances:
Type: vehicle, truck, airplane, train, etc
Capacity: the amount of cargo carried, in pounds, kilograms or tons.
Volume: the volume of cargo carried, in cubic feet or cubic meters.
Speed: average speed of the conveyance.
Autonomy: maximum distance a conveyance can go without maintenance or
refueling.
Allowable cargoes: some cargoes have special characteristics and need special
accommodations in the conveyances. For example transporting troops is different
from transporting packages; or some cargoes might need a freezer. .
Cargoes/Shipments: refers to the items that are being carried in the conveyances.
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Type: cargo, shipment, personnel.
Weight: total weight in pounds, kilograms, or tons.
Volume: total volume in cubic feet or cubtc meters.
Destination: the final destination site of the cargo.
Location: the site at which the cargo was located originally.
Earliest arrival: the earliest time a cargo can get to a final destination.
Latest arrival: the latest time a cargo can get to its final destination.
Special handling: some cargoes such as frozen goods, perishable goods, and
personnel require special handling.
Sites: the sites refer to the locations from/to which cargoes are picked up/delivered.
Type: airports, depots, train stations.
Location: it refers to the place in the country/state/city where the site is located.
Constraints: even though the conveyances, sites and cargoes have self-imposed
constraints, the user might want to include additional constraints that apply on the
conveyances, cargoes, and/or sites that affect the scheduling. They comprise time, size,
and weight constraints. Cost considerations are not included.
Time: any constraint that affects the duration of the activities to be scheduled.
Size: constraints on the volume, Jength, or height.
Weight: constraints on the weight of cargoes.







The Class geoClass is used as a supercJass of all the objects that store geographical data
the conveyance, cargo, site and constraint classes are used to store transportation
scheduling data. The dataClass class is implemented as an abstract class to allow more
flexibility in handling the derived classes by means of virtual functions.
":3. Queries that the application will allow:
The application will allow the user query the occurrences of the different objects
specified in different combinations, such as:
• How many conveyances of the type "x" are there in location 'y'?
• Where is vehicle "x",!
• Total weight of cargoes at location "x".
• Total weight of cargoes at location "x" with destination location ''y''.
• Where is cargo "x"?
• Constraints on cargo "x".
• Where is site "x"?
• Constraints on site "x".
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"V, 4. Application data files.
The application will handle files for the geographical data, sites, conveyances, cargoes,






.<5. Evaluating the Application.
To evaluate the application, we will consider separately the evaluation of the GUI itself
and the evaluation of the data handling. The evaluation of a GUI involves subjectivity
since the parameters used cannot be measured quantitatively. The following parameters
(see [Co1195] pag. 34-48) can be used as indicators of how good a GUI is.
Readability: since the system is aimed to serving users with certain special
characteristics, the language used must be understandable for such users.
High degree of Interaction: the system should be user friendly and aBow the users to
correct their own mistakes in inputting the data.
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Power of Expression: the system must do something that is relevant for its user and do
it in an efficient way. In this case, the system must make it easier for the user to provide
the data for the scheduling algorithm.
Modern GUI Characteristics.
• Icons represent data objects. Users express object interactions and commands
by moving icons and dropping them on other icons.
• Icons can be asked to show their properties, or their contents, in windows.
• Windows contents are scrollable, and have menus and control icons.
• Commands are expressed almost entirely by pointing and clicking with the
mouse.
• The environment is represented graphically, using images of familiar objects.
Object orientation: even though it is not necessary that a GU] be object oriented, object
orientation adds desirable properties to it, such as code portabihty, reusability, and
extensibility. In addition, encapsulation, inheritance, and message passing allow us to
eliminate data redundancy and to produce robust code. The use of object orientation
produces bigger and slower executable code but the cost paid is worth what we get in
exchange.
To evaluate the data handling we will refer to the comparisons made in the past by other
authors between the R*-tree and other spatial data structures. In fSeck90], the authors
compared the R*-tree to the R-tree (linear split), the R-tree (quadratic split), the R-tree
(Greene variation), and the GRID file for both rectangle and point access methods,
concluding that the R*-tree gives the best performance among those data structures. In
[HoeJ92] the authors found R*-trees and R+-trees to have similar performance except for
queries that required that the space be divided in disjoint subspaces, where the R+-tree
performed better.
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Smce this is the first attempt to build a GUl specifically for transportation scheduling. it
is not possible to compare the application as a whole with an existing application.
However, the correctness of the data can be verified in the following way: create a matrix
with all the data that is going to be loaded into the system, load the data into the system,
perform queries and compare against the matrix. This will not prove the application to
be correct, but it will provide evidence ofthe correctness of it.
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VI. HOW THIS WORK IS RELATED TO OTHER RESEARCH AREAS.
The application of geo!,'Taphical information data to transportation scheduling problems
is relatively new. GIS (Geographical Infonnation Systems) have been in use for some
time and have proved to be powerful tools for the compilation, management and display
of data associated with geographic space. However, application of GIS to transportation
(GIS-T) has required the extension of basic functionality to include new features needed.
For example, many state departments of natural resources have been using GIS
applications for some time, but in 1991, even though many transportation agencies
expressed interest in GIS-T technology, only one agency had a comprehensive, agency-
wide application in place (see [Vond93])
D. R Smith and E. A. Parra (see [Smit93) the developers of KIDS (Kestrel Interactive
Development System) have implemented a new way of approaching transportation
scheduling, based on the application of correctness-preserving transformations to abstract
specifications of scheduling problems. This approach has proved to yield very fast and
accurate schedulers, and is in use by the U.S. Air Force. The GUI to be developed as this
thesis will serve as an intelligent front-end for KIDS, in research currently under way
hoth here at OSU and at the Air Force's Rome Laboratory.
The application of Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) to Graphic User Interfaces
(GUI) is a modem technique that is being used more widely every day. The Open
Software Foundation (OSF) has developed recommendations for a standard toolkit to
develop GUIs called Motif. Motif applications are able to run in many platforms with no
change or few changes in the code.
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We were not able to find a GUl specifically for transportation scheduling either in
bibliography or in the Internet.
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Vll. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.
The implementation of the GUT has been affected by a number of problems related to the
fact that Motif is not funy Object-Oriented but an Object-Oriented-like toolkit for X-
windows implemented in a non Object-Oriented programming language (C language). ]n
addition, the programs I developed and adopted can be still improved a great deal to
guarantee a better performance of the Graphic User Interface. I will try to point out here
some of the aspects that can be improved.
VI!./. The R*-tree.
Tn [Beck90] the authors recommend some values for the parameters M (maximum
number of entries per node), k (number of groups used in the sorting of entries), and p (p
best rated entries for reinsertion). I implemented the R*-tree keeping those values as
pound-defined values (with the #define compiler directive) in a header file. It is the
user's responsibility to choose appropriate values for those parameters.
My implementation of the nodes uses void pointers to point to the children ofa given
node since they might point to other nodes or to the objects the R*-tree stores. Th is
causes a big problem since the destructor will not know what kind of objects the void
pointers are pointing to. My solution to this was to leave to the pro1:,rrammer using the
R*-tree the responsibility of coding the destructor for the R*-tree, since the programmer
knows what kind of objects are being stored in the R*-tree and, therefore, knows how to
deallocate the memory they occupy.
The spatial indexing by definition is not unique; many areas of geographical databases
overlap with each other. The approach used to input data through the R*-tree is
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somewhat naive and will not avoid, for example, that two different cities be inserted in
the same geo!:,Yfaphical coordinates.
"71.2. r.fotiJ Toolkit.
Motif objects respond to events (keyboard input, mouse movement, mouse button click
etc.) by calling callback functions. This functions have the form:
voidfunclion(Widget w, XI Pointer client_data, XI Pointer call dala). where w is the
object that called the function, client_data is a pointer to a structure containing
information about the event that originated the callback, and call_data is a pointer to the
parameters needed by the callback function. This puts enormous limitations to the
capacity to communicate with the application and seems to encourage the use of global
variables, which are used very frequently in the examples provided in [HeIl94a] and
[He1l94b]. The only way to get around this problem was to create a big and ugly data
structure with all the information needed in the different callback functions and pass a
reference to it to the callbacks that need it.
In regard to the lack of Object-Orientation of Motif, another problem I detected is related
with the application mainloop. In a very simplified way, wnat an X-window application
does is keep running in an infinite loop waiting for external events to happen; when the
pro£,rram terminates it goes out of the main loop by means of an call to the exitO function,
which does not call the destructors of the objects created in the mainO function. So when
the program exits, the programmer is responsible for destroying the objects created in
mainO·
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VlI. 3. The Data Objects.
The set of data objects I provide are very simple and they do not intend to provide for all
the possibilities of data element combinations needed to model a transportation
scheduling problems. They are only used to give and idea of what kind of data can b~
handled by the application.
Vll4. The File System.
The file system is not fully integrated with the application and most of the tile errors will
cause the program to exit instead ofhandhng them. Additionally, the file system does
not provide much for system crashes and data recovery; a hash table can be rebuilt from
an existing file but it win not guarantee data integrity if the system crashed in the middle
of a multiple file update, in which some files were updated and some were not.
I used hashtables with unique keys for the indexing ofthe files. However, in some cases
there might exist the need for duplication in the keys. In addition, only keys of type
unsigned long (or other subtype of unsigned long) are allowed by the system.
Some of the problems here depicted can be solved by using features of newer C++
compilers such as the use of templates and try-and-catch bJocks, which are not supported
in the C++ compiler available in the Computer Science Department. However, nothing
can be done about Motif not being Object-Oriented
I have developed a robust set of programs that is suitable for being integrated into a
Graphic User Interface for Transportation Scheduling Problem Specification. They
present some shortcomings that I tried to point out here, but they are the basis on top of
which a more sophisticated system can be built. An example GUI and the makefile to
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unsigned lOt width, height:
lilt x_hot. v_hot.
: hllTn3plnlo;
/" type definition li,r application information "/

































/" type delinilion for menu items ·1
typedel slrucl _menu_item :
ch:u "libel', /. the !;lbellor the item "/
Widl',clClass ·wic4zetClass: /" pushbutton, label, separdlOT " ./
char mncmoruc: /" mnemonic: NULL ifnonc"/
char "acceleraLOL j" accelerator: NULL if none ./
char "uced_text: /" to be com'erted 10 compound string"/
"oid (·c;llloock)(Widj1.CI, XtPomter, XlPoinlcrt
t· routine to call: NULL Ifnone·/
XtPoinler callback_data; /. clienl_data for callback() 0/
~;lrucl_m(:nu_jlcrn·sUbllCUl.5: j. pUllrighr menu 11=, Ilnol NULL"/
} mcnuJlems:
/" Pulldown menu items "I
menuhems geo~ubllem lIll = I
: "('tly", &:crnJ'llshBuuonGadgelClass, 'C', NULL, NULL.
NULL. (XtPomtcr) 0, Nl fLL: ,
{ "Path", &:<mPushBllttonlradgetClas', 'P', ILL, NUll..
NULL, tX1PULDler) I. ULLI,
: 'Weather Info", &:crnJ'ush!3uttonGadgelClass, 'W', NULL. NULL.
NULL, (XtPointer) 2. NULL;,
NULL.
f'
menuhcms gooSubllems JII = I
: 'city", (\ZxmPushButtonOadgelUass. 'C', NULL, NULL,
NULL. (XlPointer) 3, NULL:,
: "Path", &xmPushButton(;adllctClass, 'P'. NULL. NULL.
NULL. (XtPointer) 4, NULL},
{ "Weather InJo", &xmPustilillttontiadgelClass, 'W', NULL. lILL.
!'RJLL, (XlPointer) 5, NULL;,
NULL...
"
mcnuJlems geoSllbltcms2lJ = {
{ "City", &xm.PushButtonvadgetClass, 'C', NULL. NULL.
NULL, (XtPomter) 6, NULL;,
-: "Path", &:<mPushButtonGadllclClass, 'P', NULL. NULL.
NULL. (XtPoinlcr) 7, NULL l,
{ ·Weathcr !Ilio", &xmPushButlonUadgetCias . 'W', NULL. NULL,




mcnuJtems transp 'ubltems(111 = :




{ "Convcvances", &xmPushBullOnGadgctClass. 'C'. LL. NULL.
NULL. LL. ULL:·,
: "Carj!ocs·, &xmPushBultonGac!gctClass. 'a'. JLL. N LL.
NULL, NULL. NULL ~.
: "LonstrdlDlS". &xmPushBullonCradgelClas . 'I'. Nl.JLL. NULL.




ml':nultems transpSubltems III = (
: "Locations", &xmPu.shDunontYddp.ctL'lass, 'L', NULL. NULL.
NULL, NULL, NULL},
: "ConveYances", &xmPushButtonGlId,ll.etClas·, 'C', NULL, NULL,
NULL, NULL, NULLl .
.: "Cargoes'. &xmPushBullonGadgcIClass. 'a', NULL. NULL.
o ULL. 0 ULL, NULL:.





m"'11ulterru; lrunspSubltems2fJ = (
{ "Locatlons", &xmPushBulton(JuL!geIClass, 'L', NULL. NULL.
NULL. NULL. NULL:.
{ "CoD\''''yance ..'. &;uT\PushUull,lDGa<!getClass. 'C'. NULL. NlJLL,
NULL. NULL. NULl},
: "Cargoes". &xmPushDullonGadgelL'iass, 'a', NULL. NULL.
NULL. fUlL, NULL;.





menultcms querYSubllc.'1TIsOII = :
1 "City", &xm.PushBuMnGadgctClass. 'C'. ULL. N1.JLL,
NULL. NULL, NULL:,
: "Path". &xmPushJJlIllonUadp.ctClass. 'P'. NULL. NUl.\..
lJl.\.. NT TLL. NULL:.
: "Weathcr inJ" . &smi'ushUullonl latigetLiass. y,,', Nl.Jl,L. Nl.JLL.
. ULL. NULL.. fULL:
NULL.
menuItems qucn'Subltemslll = ~
.: "Locations", &xmPushButtonvadp.etclass. 'I:. NULL,' ULL.
!'.n~'LL, NlJLL, NULL:,
: "ConveYances", &xmPushBulIonGadj!cIClass, 'C', NULL, NULL,
NULL, NULL. NULL:,
: 'Cargoes", &xmPushButtonGadgelClass, 's'. NULL, NULL.
NULL, NULL, NULL:,






{ "Nc\\ ", &xmPushllutton(jadgeIClass.' ", NUlL JLL.
NlJLL. I\"JLL, N1JLL; .
: "Open ", &xmJ)\L~hBuuon(3adj1.eIClass, '()', NULL. NT JLL.
60
NULL, NULL. NUl.L I,
{ "~vc". &xmPu.shBunonvadgctUass. ':-,'. NULL. NULL.
NLn~L, NULL. ULL:.
: ·Savc As". &xmPushBullonCladp.ctCla '5, '/I.'. JLL. L.
NULL. NULL. N1.JLI.:.
l .". &xm::>eparato~adg.ctClass.NULL. NULL. ilL.
l\IULL, ULt. 'LL:.





, "Copy", &xrnPushButlOnIJadgetLiass. 'C', N1.TLL. NULL,
NULL, NULL. NULL: .
{ "Pastc". &xmPushButtonG--JdgctClass. '1". NULL. NULL.
NULL NULL. N1.JLL: .
NULL.,
"
menultems gClltemsl1 = :
{ "Acd". &xmCascadeBullonGadgetClass. 'A', NULL. NU1.L.
NULL, NULL, g.coSubllL"lllSO:.
: "l1clctc", &xmCascadcBultonGadgclClass, 'D'. NULL NULL.
t--.TULL NULL. g.coSubltems 1: .
: "Edit". &xmCascadel3uttonliadgetClass, 'E', NULL NULL,
!\-'ULL. NULL. gt:OSubltems2:,
NULL
mcnllltcm-< lnlnspllcmsll = :
: "Add". &xmCascatic!:lullonCiadgctClnss, 'A'. NULL NULL.
NULL. NULL, lranspSubltl.-'tI1s0:.
: "))clc1c". &xmCascadcBllllonliadp.clClass. '0', NULL. ULL.
NUl.L, NULL tnmspSllhltcmsl:.
l "Edit". &xmCascadcBullonGadgctClass. 'E', NULL ULL,
NULL. NULL. 1r;m.spSllhltcms2:.
NULL,
mlTlullerns qucn'!temsll = .:
{'t'COII-,apillcal Data". &xmCascadeBullonGaog.ctClllSS. 'cr, NULL. NI Jl.L
ULL, LL, qUCf)'Sub! (ernst':.
: "Transponation Data". &xml'ascadcBul1onGadp.clClass. T. NULL. NULL.
lULL, NULL, quclySubltcms I:.
NULL.
menullems helplternsrl = {
{ "Index", &xmPushButton(;adgctClass, 'I'. NULL. N1.JLL.
!'fULl, l\TULL, NULl.:.
: "Hclp on Help·, &xmPushButtonGadjZctClass, 'H', NULL. NULL.
NULL NULL. N1.JLL}.
{ "Goo, Data", &xmPushBul1onGadgctClass. '0', NULL. NULL.
NULL.. LL. NUll.:




char *hutlonlabclsll = l "One", "Two", "Three". "Four". ·'Five".
"SIX". "Seven". "Eight", "Nme"," Len"};
char *cll\'lahelsll = : "Cil\·:". "Stale:", "Population'":,:
char *pathlahebfl = -: "Path Name". "Path Type· ...








II Program Name: TSPS.C
II An Ubject Oriented <.iniphie User Inler1ace for Transportation Scheduling Problem :SpecilicallOn
II Felipe Guaeache
II Uklahuma SUite Universil\'
II I:ll.-panmenl of Computer Science
II Last Mudllied: 09/14/95
II Include headt.'T filc
#i.ncluJe "tsps.h"
void fileCB(Widget, XtPointer. XtPoinler)-.
void loadFiletWidget, XtPoioler, XtPointer);
\'oid saveFile(Widget, XtPointcr, XtPoinleT):
\'oid redraw(Widgcl, XtPoint<.'T, XtPointcr):
mid quiHWidgeL XtPoiot.er. XtPoinler)·.
\'Illd geoDatalU(WidgeL XtPomter. XtPointer):
\'old grabRectangle(Widget, XEvenl ., String " int .).
\'(jill clt\'Write( Widg.el. XtPointcr, XtPomler):
\'oid cilylnput(applnlo·).
Widget BuiklPulidownMenu(WidgeL chaT', char, menulterns·):
\oid mam(iot argc. char ·arg\'[])
Widget topLeveLmainWindow.drawmgArea.menuBar.
bUllon,rowColumn.scrolledWindow, Widget, trame.







Ilttanslutions tOT cit\' input
appUllo.cltylnputTran=
"<Bin IDown>: grabRectanglc{downl ManagL'TGadgetArm(l \0\
<13m IUp>: grahJ{ectunlIlc( upl ManagL-r< iuugctl\cU\'atc(l \0\
<Bm IMotion>: grahRL'clangle(motion) Managl.-r<'<IdgctBullonMotilmO":
II translations lor city edit
appinlo.cilyEdltTran=
"<Btn JDn\\lI>: grabPoint(do\\'n) Managl:r{illdgeU\rmO \n\
<Bm IUp> grabPoint(up) ManagerUadge!BullunMotionO":
1/ used to deactivate city trauslatl(ms
appinlo.cilyNonc =
"<!:lin IDnv.n> ManagetVadgetArm(J \0\




II Client data fOT callback fOT file m....nu
lilcltcmslll.callback = (XtCallbaclProc) fileCH.
lilcflcmslI I·callback_d:tta = (XtPOlDILT) &aPrinlo~
ftleItemsI2].caliback = (XtCallbackProc) saveFi\e'.
lilcltemsI21.caUback_data = tXtPomtcr) &appinlo:
nlcltemsj5].callback. = (XtCallhackP!oc) quit:
Lilellt.'TI1sI5 I.callback_data = tXtPomlt..Tj &appinlo:







geoSublt.emsOIII.callback = tXtCaUbackProc) geoDatalU,
geoSubltcmsO(lJ.callback = lXlCalibackProc) geoDatalU~
geoSubhcms I[Ol.callback = (XtCallbackProc) geoD:JwlO,
geoSubllems I [11.caliback = (XICallbackProc) geoData 10.
gC()~ubllemsl 12J.callback = (XtCallbackhocl geoDatalU:
gcoSubltt-'111s1IUj.calihack =(XtCallhllclJ'r<,.; I gcoDalalO:
p.coSubltt'l1ls211 I.callback = (XtCallbaclJ~oc) gcoDatalO:
gc()Subllems212].caliback = (XtCallbac~oc) geoDalalO.
1/ Create the top level widget
lopLevel =XIVaApplnitializc (&app. "lsps", NULL, U,
(Cardinal *)&argc, arg\', NULL, NULLl~
II Add actions
cil)'Aclions.slnng ="grabRectangle":
cityAclions.proc = (XLActionPrOC) g.rahRcclanglc~
XtAppAJdAcllons (iJpr. &cilyActi,'lls I):
II Use a form as main II indow
mainWindow = XtVaCreateManagooWidgel ("mainWindo(\·...
'JI1FormWidgetCI~,ss, topLe\'d, NULLL
/I Creale the menu system





Buildl'ulldownMenu(menuBar, "File", 'F', rllehcl1ls)~
Buil<l1'uUdownMenu(mL1luBar, "Edll", 'E', editltems):
BuildPulldollnMLllu,mcnuBar. "Gco. Dala" , '(j'. gC01tL'fllS):
13ulldPulldownMenu(menuBar. "Transp. Data". T, transpltcms).
RuildPuLJdownML'TIU{menuBar, "Query". 'Q'. qucryltems):
WIJgCt =BuildPulidownM"nu(mcnuBar, "Help". "-I'. hclpltL'llS).
II Tell the menuBar which nuUon lS thc heir menu
XIVa:-:ietValues lmenuBar. Xml"menuHe1pWidg<:l. WIdget. NlJI.L):
XtManageChild{menuBar):
1/ Create a Irame Jar the tool hex








II Creale a 2-column mw-column to hold the toolbox























1/ Create push bullons for lbe loolbox.
[llr (I = 0: i < XlNumber(bullon!abels): i++) {
sir = XmSlringCn:aleSimplc(bultonlabels(il!:
// Create a lexl pushbutton





// Add callback h.:re
XlManageCluld trowColWlUl)·.
// Cr.:ate a scrolled window to hold the drawing area














/I Creale the dra\\ mg arell
drawmgArca =XtVaCreateManagcdWJdgell"dr,t\\In!!Areu",
xrn.I)rumngA!e..,WidgelClass, scrolledWindo\\.
XmNunill \TJC. Xm Iooo'nUNCHFS,
XmNwidth. 8000.//8 inches
XmNheight, 6(J{J(J, //6 inches
Xm rcsucPoltC\, XmNONE. /I rcmam lhis a lixed S17.e
NULL>:
// Make drawin/l- area the work \\imIO\\ of the scrolled I\lndo\'
XIVa::leIValuestscrolledWmdo\\, XmN\\orkWmdo\\. dra\\mgArea. NULl):
// Create a label for the messa/l-e lextlieJd
msgJabel = XIVaCrealeManal!-edWidgel(Messaf!.es:". xmLabeluadgelClass,
muinWmdow,

















1/ Realize the top level widget (and its managed childr~
XLRealizeWidgel (topLevel);
IICreale a graphics conle:o.1 for the drawinl!- area.
appinfo.@cv.loreground = BlllckPi;-:eIOfSereen{XI&:reen{drawingArea»);
appinfo.gcv.backgroun<1 = WhilePixelOrScreen{XI creen{drawingArea»;
appinfo.gcv.function = GXcopylnvened;
llppinfO.gC =XCreateGC(XtDisplay (drawmgArea), XtWindOW(drdWinl,lArea).
GCForegrOWldlGCFunction. &appinfo.gcv);











II The main loop
XtAppMainLoop (appL
II taken from Motif Programming mamwl bv Dan \idler & Paula FCTgll~on
II O'Reilly & Associates. Inc. 1994 PI' 547·548
Widget
BuiJdPulldownMenu(Wid£lel parenl. char "menu_title, char menu_mnemonic,
menullemS "items)
WidgCI PullDO\\1l, cascade, widget
mli.n=O;
XmString SIT'.
PullDo\\TI = XmCrcatcPulldownML'nu (parent, "Jlull<1own", NULL, 0),
sir = XmStringCreatcSimple (menu_title);







I" Now add the menu items ·1
for (i = 0; itemslij.Jahel != NULL i++) {
I" If subitems ex.ist, creale the pull-right mL'TlU hy calling thi,
" limction recursively. Since the hmction returns a cascade
" button, the wid8-et returned IS used..
·1
if{itemsf i j.subitems)















widget = XtVaCreateManagedWidget (itemsliJ.labcl,
·iterns[il .....idgetClass. PullDown,NULL):
1* Whether the item is a rea lItem or II cascade button with 8
, ml..-nu. it can still have 8 rnnemoru<:.
'/
il (items[iJ.mnemonic)
XtVaSetValues (widget, XmNmnemonic. items[i).rnnemonic. NULL);
/* am' item can have an accelerator, except cascade menus. But.
* we don't worry about that: we know bctt.er in OUT declarations..;
if (items[ i].accelerator) {








(items[ij.wid!Z-etClass = &xmToggieButtonWidgetClass II
items[il.widgetClass =&xmToggleButtonGadgetClass) ~
XmNvalucChangedCallback : /* ToggleBuHon class 'f
XmNactiwleCallback, /* PushButton class */
(XtCaJlbackProc)iterns(i I.callback, items[i I.callback_data)·,
return cascade:
\oid
lileCB(Widg.ct wid!Z-el. XtJ>omler client_data. XtPointer caIJ_dalal
sialic Widget dialog:




XmStrin!!- title = XmStringCreateSimple("F'ile Selection");
dirMask = XmStringCreateSimplc("·.mn"):
dialog = XmCrcateF'ileSelectionDialog (ai->tl, "dialog", NULL, 0):
XtVaSeIValues(dialog, XmNdialogTille. tiLle. NULl):
XmFileSelectionDoSearch(dialog. dirMask):








\'oid loadFilelWidget \\idgel. XlPointcr c1ienl_mol". XlPointcr call_data) '.
char 'li1e = NULL. ·bur. bfuame11281. hmname[l281;
XmFilcSelectionBoxCallbackSLrUcI ·cbs =
(XmFileSdectionBoxCallbackStruet *) call_data:















XmNvalue, "Loading Information., ..
NULL).
XtUrunanageChild(widget):
if(~XmStriD8GetLtoR (cbs->valuc. XmSTRlNG_DEFAULT_CHARSET, &file)) :
II display an error internal error rcalhJl~ compund string
II clear application inJo
XtVaSetValues(ai->tx.




ai->mainFilename = (stringClass) file;
DawFilelnpul input(ai->mainFilename'):
XtFree (tile); II free allocated data from XmStringGetLtoRO
DataJ310ck db = input.ReadO:
if l~dh,lsNul10&& db.GeISig<) = 81->slgnature) ':
hur= (char *)(void *) db',
istrstream stream bur. db.GetSize0):
stream » bfuame » bmname» ai->cityCounL
al->bascFilename = (slnngClass) bfuame;
ai->bilrnap,lilename = (stringClass) bmname:
II Load pixmap.
if (XReadBitrnapFiJe(XtDispla~'(ai->da). XtWindow (ai->dn).
ai->bitmap.filenarne, &ai->biunap.width,
&ai->biunap.height. &ai->bitmap.pixmap.
&ai->hitmap.:I:_hol. &ai->bitmap Y'_hol) ~= BitrnarSuccess) ~
II display error messa8C
II clear application inti,
XtVaSel Values(ai->tx. XmNvalue. "Error loading bitmap.". NULL);
return:
II Make drawing area same size as pixmap
XtVaSet Values(ai->da. XmNwidth. ai->hitrnap, Width.
XmNheight, ai->btlmap.helght. NULI..):
II Add Callbaek to redraw the pixmap on exposure events
XtAddCallback(ai->da, XmNexposeCaliback. n:ura\\. &at->bttmapl.
II Diffi:rent treatment depending tm whether the Ii Ie exists
if (fileExistsl,ai->bas<:Filenarnt.-+"city"+".HFD"»




ai->cit)'hf= new HashFile(13, at->baseFilename+"city·)~
II Load the rtree
a.->nn:e = new rTree;
ai->eityhf->RewindO;
DataBloek rdb = ai->cityhf->ReadlJ:
while (!rdb.rsNullO) {
eity city] = citv(rdb):
long. ·ptr =new long:
*ptr = cIty 1./!-etKeyO;

















XtVaSetValues(ai.>Lx, XmNvalue, "Error in Input File", I\ruLL):
return:.
(
XtVa 'etValueslai->Lx, XmNvalue. "". NULL):
II this callback function redraws the drawing area on expo,;ure events




bltmaplnfo "ptr = (bllmaplnto ") chent_da18:
XIVaCietValues(drd\\'in[;_3. XmNuserData, &ai, NULL):
XCopyArea lcbs->event->xoxpose,display, ptr->pixmap, cbs->window, ai->g.c,
U, U, ptr->wldth, ptr->height, O. U);
II destroys dillllrntcally allocated o~iects and exits
VOId quitlWldget widget, XtPoll1ter chent_data. XtPomtcr call_datal {
applnJo "ai ;: (applnla ") client_data;
if (al->cityhf 1= NULL)
delete ai->cityhf:
exit(Ol;
II grabs a rectangJc from the pixmap 10 use as an index In the R"-tree
VOId g.rabR<:etanglel WIdget 00, XJ.:vent "event.
String "args, int "num_args) :
slIltic Posiuon x, v, x I, xl, \'l, ~ 2:
XBultonE\'ent "re\'enl = (XBunonEvenl ") e"en!:
appInfo "ai:
GC gc:
II Uctthe application information from USl'T data
XtVuUetValues(da, XmNuserData, &al. NULL):
II if event -- button J dO\\1l
if (!strcmp largslUI, "down")) {
x = xl = xl = !>event->x;
) -- \' 1 '"' y2 -- be\'ent->y'.
If (!strcmp (args[OI, "motion")) {
XCopyArea (Xillisplay lal->da), al->hltmap.pixmap, XIWindow(al->da).
ai.>gc, 0, 0, ai·>bitmap,'width, ai->bitmap,hcip,hl, 0, 0);
w->gcv.lUnction = GXcopy:
gc = XCrcateGC(XlDJspJay (m->da), XtWindow(ai->da),
OCFunclion. &ai·>gc\')~
xl = re\'ent->x < x~bevent->x:x:
)'1 = revent->y < y?bevt:nt->y:y:
xl = bevent->x >= x'lbevent->x:x:
\'2 '" bevenl-;:>\' >-- y'?bevl"llt- ':\';
XDrawRectanglc (bevent->display, bevenl->window, gc.








ai->reclangle;o roclal1gleClass(xl. yl, xl, y2):
XCopyArea (XIDisplay (ai->c!a), ai->bitrnap.pixmap, XIWindow(ai->c!a),




1/ handles the options of the Geo. Dala menu oplinn
void geoDatalO(Widget widget, XLPointer client_daUl. XLPOlJ1ler call_data) I
int option = (int) client_data:
Widget form ;0 widget. serol\\', drawa, 'wptr:
Cardinal ccounl, L
applnfo oar,
II get the drawing area through the widget hierarchy
~vhjle (!XmJsForrnllc.lrm») fOml ;0 XtParent(lorml:
XtVaGetValues(form, XmNrlUmChildren, &ccounl,
XmNchildren, &wptr, NULL);





XtVaGetVaJueS(SCTo!w, XmNworkWindow, &drawa, NUl.L):
II gel the application info lTom the drawing. area
XtVaGetValucs(druwa, XmNuserDaul. &ai. Nl.fl..U:
S\\ltchlopuon) l







II XLParscTranslationTllble (lIi->cilyTranslation .»):
II handles the input of city info
\Qid cltylnput\upplnfo· ail .~




II overrides the translations
XtOverrideTranslalion:;lai->da,
XtParseTranslationTable(ai->cil)None»):
II initialize structure 10 pass to the write callback





CTS->lcxtFields = new WidgetIXtNumbt.'T (Cily13helsll:
CTs->numOITF = XtNumber rcitvlobels.l:
II create a dialog shell
dialog = XtVaCrealeWld~ct("Clly !n1ortnallon", xml:>JalogSheI1Wi~elC1ass,
70
ai->da, NULL):
"create the dialog sheU's children
rowcol = XtVaCreateWidgct("r<lwCo\", xmRowColumnWidgetCla,s, dialog,
l\.1lJLL):
for (i = 0; i < XtNurnlx.'l" (citvlabels)·. i++) {























f('rm = XIVaCrcalcWidget("form". xmFurmWidgelClass, mwcol,
XmNfractltln13l1sc, 5,
NULL):
fO Cre<ltc okhullon 'f
slr = XmStnngCreulcSlmple(" OK "):













XtAddCallback(butlon. XmNactivatt.>Callback. (XtCallbackPrtlC) cityWritc,
crs).
j' create cancelbulton 0'
slr = XmSlnnI2CrealeSlmplc("Cancel".l:


















1/ handles \he writing or city objecl~ to disk
VOIJ cltyWrite(Widget widget. XtPomler chenl_data, XtPointer call_data) :
cityWriteStru ·crs = (cit~..WriteSlru .) clicnl_data;
1111 ok = True;




/I process liN stnng to Jill hlank . with '_'
plr = >trData I:
whjle( ·ptr) :
if(·ptr =' ') ·ptr = '_".
ptr++:
strData2 = XmTcxtFic1dGetString(cTS·>lcxtFicl<h[ 1I):
II proet:ss seoonJ stnng to till blanks with ._.
ptr - strData2~
while( ·ptf) I
ifc"ptf =' ') ·plI ='_':
ptr++.
strDutaJ =XmTextFicldGelString(crs->lextFields[2 /):
/I converts t.lurd strmg lIlto a long ~'a'ue:
char ·strError - l\'ULL
\"lilue = strto!(strDat.a3, &strError. 10);
if (strErroT[O] 1= '\xO')
ok = False;
if(ok) :




DataBlnck dh = Cil\·I.passiY8ten:
cr.;->file->Writc(cil\·I.getKeyO, db):
long ·ptr =nc\\ lung:





while (lXmlsDialogShell(shell)) shell = XtParent(shelJ):
XLiJeslroyWidget(~heli :






void saveFilt:(Widgel widget. XtPointer client_data, XtPointer call_data) {





slream « ai->baseFilename « " "
« ai->bitmap.tilename « • "
« ai->cityCoWll:






/1 Interface file fOT the R°-trce
II Felipe Guacache
II Oklahoma Stale Universilv
II Computer Science Depanml."TIl












IIdefme M\'alue 5 IIMaximwn number of entries per node
/ldcfme ml.'slue 2 IfMinimwn nwnber of entries per node
IIdeline kvalue 3 Ilk = M-2m+2
IIdefme pvalue 2 1140% of M
IIdefine true I





























































































































II This is the impLementauun lile tor an objecHlIlentcd R·-Trce
II Felipe GUllcacbe
II Oklahoma Stale Uni\'CTslt~·
II Computer ScJt:nces Dcparunent
II Last modified: 07/195
II For more inJOrmatiun 0n R··Trees read Beckmallll's The R"-Tree: All





IIthis class vanable used 10 control the overflow
Iltreatnlent of nodes
int nodeClass::overllow =0',
Illhis class variable used to point 10 the rtree
Ilremember to set this pointer to the address of the rTn:e







poimClass::pomtClass(lltk1t px, noat pv) {
x=px;
r = P);
Ilgets the value of x
inline nOal pointClass :getX(\oid) {
return x;
•,
Ilsel" the value ofx
inJine void pointClass: :se!.Xt,lloat px) .:
"=1''':
I,.
IlgeL> the value ofy
inline noat pointClass::gelY(void) {
return)':
}
Iisets the value of)'








!!returns the distanc.: betwccn two points
mIme float poinICIa,;s: :distance(,pointCli:Jss& p) .:










!lcon\'ersion constructor lor reclangJe access





!Iconversion conslructor lor poml acccss





!/scts thc \'alue of x1
\'oid rectangleClass::selX Hint x) :
xl=x:
!lrCIlUTIS the \'8 luc of x I
rccUingleClass: :gctX I I\'Old! {
return xl:
!/sets the value ofyJ
void rectangJeClass:setY I lint y) {
yl=y;
lire turns the v'alue ofvl
re.;tangJeClass::getYllvoid) {
return vI.
Iisets the \'alue of xl











Ilretums the value of xl
reclanglt:Class: :geLX2(void) {
relurn :\2~
IIgeis the alue of. 2
void rectangleClllss::setY2(int y) {
"2=y:
}





rec~eClass& rectangleClass::operator=(rectangleClass& r) .:






rectangJeClass: :opemtor==(rcctangl..:ClasS& r) (
if Ix I = r.getX In && xl = r.getX20 &&





rectanglt:Class: :operalor~=(rectangleClass& r) :
retum I("this = r):
Ilseas the value ot'the coordinates of a rectanglt:






l/returns the area of II rectangle
mJine long rectangleClass: :getArea~"oid) :
79
I.
return l10ng (x~-x I)O(yl_y I):
IIgets the II18rtrin (perimeter) ot" a rectangle
inllnc rcctangleClass::getMargint\oidl :
return xl-xI+y2- 'I,
Ilreturns true if the entry is bad
mlioc rcclangJeClass::bad(void) {




Iioutput operator for rcclllngJes
ostream& operator«(ostream& out, rcctangleClasS& r) {
out« T «r.gctXl() « .... « r.getYl 0« ":
« r.getX2\ I « "." « r,getY2U « ")":
re!umout'
liretums the center point of a rectangle
mline poUltClass reclllogleClass::center(void) i
poUltClass p;
p,set.X(x I + (Iloat) (xl-x I )/2):
p.setY(yl + (noal) (.\l-yl Jl2L
return p;
Ilrelurns \rue if this rcclllngic contains reelangJc r
rectangJeClass: :conlamstrectanglcClass& r) {
if( r.gclX 10 >= xl && r.getYlll >= \'1 &&




















entry-('lass::entryCluss{rect.ang.leClass& r. void ·olJ.)\ {













IlseL~ the value of the pointer
'·oid entIvUass::setPointer(void ·plr) ;
pointer = ptr:
IIretums the value of the pointer










IIse15 the ''lIlue ofJevel
void node<.:lass: :setLevellint 1) 1
level = I;
Ilretums the ,·alue of le,·ei
nod,:Class: :gelLeve1lvoid) {
return le\td:
lIarrane.es the Ic\·cl of the nodes after a root split





if ~rent != NULL)
level = parellt->getLtoveIO+ I:
if(!isLeafm
[or (i=Q;i<nwnOR::hildren;i++) :
n = (oodeCJass -) children[i1.getPointerO:
n->arrangeLe\'elsO:
}




II' (parent ~= NULL) : l/if it is not !he rool
temp = parent:
fur(i=D;i<temp->getNwnOIt'hildrenQ;i++)









if (rmCllt ~=NULL) : l!ifit is not !he rool
temp = parent:
temp->remove(thi );
lireinsen !he entries 10 thIS node
lor (i=O;i<numOR::hildren:i++l
tree->gelRootO->insert(levcl, childrenl i11:




jf (lemp = lree->getRoolQ && lcmp->getNumOfCluldrenO = I
&& lleaf)-:

















Ilretums the object pointed tn by parent
nodeClass& nodeClas '::lIctParent(v<lid) :
return 'parent:,
)
Ilsets the value of the pointer to rTr~
void nodcClass::setTree(rTn:e °rL) ~
tree =Tt;
Ilrelums the i-lh entry




void nodeClass::operalor=tDlxleClasS& n) {
mIl:






Ilrelums the minimum bound rcctangle of a now::Class instance




I(,r (i= I:i<numOft'hildren:i++) :
If(chilurt.:nlil·lIctX10 < qzetX 10)
r.selXl (childrenliJ.getX IOr.
il"(children[ij.gctYIO < r.geIYIO)
r.selY I(childrenl il·gclY 10):
iftchildren[iJ.getX20> r.g....tX20)
r.seIX2(childrl.."l1[iJ.gl'lX2()J:





l/relurns the minimun bnund rectangle of a nod.eClass lllsl;mce
IIi!" included a new entry
recwngleClass nodeClass::bound(entryClass& c) {
rl..'CranglcClllss r = h0undO.
if(c.gctX' 10 < r.getX' I 0)
!.SetX' I(c.getX' 10):




















Ilreturns the intersection of two rectang.les
rectanllleClass intersect(rectang.leClass& rl. rectang.leClass& r2) {
rectangleClass r=rI.
jf (r2.gelXIO > r.gelXlO)
r.sclX I(r2.getX 10 I:
if \r2.gctYI 0> r.getY 10)
r.setY l(r2.g.etYI0);


















IIreturns the node with minimum overlap
entryClass nodeClass::rnmOverlap{rccLungleCllIsS& rl ~
in! i. choicerMvalucJ, count=O;
long minimum. overlapVaJrMvaluel:
nodeClass nodel, node2:
Ila C<lpy of the olJiect m node
node I = "this:
lIevery rectangle is augmented to contam the new rcctangJe
tilr (i=OJ < numOft'hildrenj++) {
Iqr.geIXIO < Dode Lchildren[i).getX 101
node l.childrenliJ.setX I (r.getX 10);
if(r.getYIO < node J.children[ij.getY IOJ
nodel.children[il·setYI(r.get Y10);
if (r.getX20 > node l.children[i].geIX2<)1
node l.children[ij.setX2(r.getX20);
if (r.getY20 > node Lchildren[iJ.getY2l))
nodel.childn,'n[ ilsCI Y2(r.getY2U):
for (i=O: i<num01Child.ren:i++l/lincreases in overlap ure calculated




tor {i=O;i < numOR::hildren: i++)






choicelcount+-t J = i:
Ilifthere are ties solve with minimum area enlargement
if {count> I) {
!orti=O;i<count;i++)






if tchoice[O) > numOlChildren) {





llreturns the node that needs minimum enlargement
enlrvClass nodeClass::minAreaElgmnt{reclungleClass& r) {
int i. choicelMvalue]. count=O:
long minimum. areaEIgmnIVal[M,'aluel:
nodeClass node1, node2:
110 cop,' of the objl:C1 in node
nock I = ·this:
lIewr)' recl;Jnglt: is augmented 10 con1.:.J1O the new rcclllngle
for (i=O:i < numOtt:hildren:i++) {
if{r.getX I0 < nodd.childrenlil·getXl())
node I.childrenlil.setX II LgetX 1()):
if(r.gcIY 10 < nodcl.chlldren[il·getY10l
node l.childrenliJ.sctY I(r.getY I()):
if tr.getX20 > nodel.children[il.getX20l
nodi: I.childrenl il.setX2(r.gctX20.l.
if tr.gclY2(l > node I.childrcnlil.gctY20)
nodel.childrenl il.setY2(r.gelY20):
lfincreases in area arc calculated




lor (i=O;i < numOlt:hildren; i++) {









































Inr (I = l:i < numOfl:hildren~ 1++) :






cerr « "Error 10 choice. MII\Area"« "nul:
exit!ll.
return childrenlch(licel~
Ilsels the leaf aurihulc
""id IJxlt:<':luss:~seLLeaI(inl\) .:
leaf= L
Ilrerums whether the nodeClass is a leaf or nol
mxleClass::isLeaI{voidl {
rerum leaf.
IlselS the number of children
,"oid oodeClass::scLNumOt'l'hildreo(int 0) t
numOIChildren = n~








I!Ch'XlSe5 an appropiale subtree for insertion of nodes






if (lcvel = Irce->geLLeafi.evelO-) Jlifchildpointers pomtlo leaves
Jlchoose \he one with minimum overlap cosl
entry = mmOverlap(eL
else













Iideleles an enlJv from a node given a reclanglt:














IldeJeles an enlTv Ii'om a node given a pointer














Ilinsens a ne\\ entr\' mlo a node











Ilchecks the overl1o", class va ria hie before splitting nodes
void nodeClass::overJlowTreaunenL(entryCla'S& e) {
nodeClass ·plr,
IIiI' not root levd and no pre\ious tlVerllO\\ ocurred at this level









Ilremserts the tirst pvahJt:s of a node
vOId nodeClass::reinsert(en~<:lass& «) :
inll,r
enlr\'Class cntrics[Mva luc+ I I. elemp:
recLanpJeClass minbound:
/loot disLanccs(Mvalue+ II. dtcmp:
nodeClass ·ptr:
Ilupdate overflow class "ariable
overllow = oveTflowl( 1«le\d):
Ilput all the entries together
for(i=O:l<M\'aJue:i+tl
enlr'ies[i) = children[il;
cnlrit:sl Mvalue I = e:
Ilmimmum IxJUnd including the new entJ)'
minboWld = this->boundfC);
Ilea lculates the dislances between th.e centers
lurlJ=O: i<MvaluC+l: i++)
distancesli 1= rmnb(\und.c(:ntcr().distance(entnesli I·center():












if tmslllnceslj 1< distances[ip {
dlcmp = mSlaneeslil:
dlslllnces[il = distances[jJ:
dlSlanC<.->s[j I = dternp:
eternp = entriesl i I:












l/flIst pvalue entries reinserted
f()r(i~;i<pvalue;i++)
II lree->gctRooIO->inscrt(level,cntriesl i I):
parent->insert(1cvcl,entriesl in,
IIsplits a node
nodcClass ·nodeClass::splil(entryClass& cl t








nodcClass node I, nodc2, ·newOnc, "nC\VRool. "ptr:













li,r (I=k;l<Mvalue+ I :1++) ~
/Ivertical axis lower rt:ewngJe values
if(i = \,erticalAxis &&.i == \QwcrReclanglcValuc &&
entrics[i][iHI].getY10 < L'Tltrics[iJljJfkl,gClY 1m {
temp = L'1ltriesrillillkl:
entricsllllillkl = cntrieslillillll,
cnlnesl %1[11 = temp:
I
(
l/vCJ1Jcal ax'is uppt."T rectangle values














entries[illilfll·getY~() < entriesfiIUlfkl·getY20) :
temp = enlr:ieslil[jllkJ~
enlrie Ii Jli II kJ = CTllries[iJLi HI]
entrieslilulfll = lemp~
}
Ifhorizontal axis lower rccl<Jngle values
If~i = honzontaLAxls && J = lnwerReclangJcValue &&





l!horizontal axis upper recta.llgk values
if(i = horizonlaLAxis && J = upperReclangleValue &&
entries[iIliJIII.geIX20 < entries[iJLi]fk]geIX20) :
lemp = entries/iIlJlfkJ:






/I cout « "Hnn7.0ntaJ Axi' ".
II else
/I coul« "Vertical Axis"~
/I ifli = luwerReclangleValue)
II cout « "Lower Rectangle Valu"."~
II clse
II C(lul « "Upper Rectangle Value.":
II coul « end!:
/I forCk=U:k<M\alue+ I :k++)
II cout« t:T1tries[iIUHkl «endL
II




lllrtl=O:l<m\'alue+k:I++) 1IIIrst set of entries
node 1111 =entrieslllLi /[11:
node I.setNumOIt:hi Idren(mYalue+k):
lortl=rnvlllue+k:I<Mvalue+1 :1++) IIsecond set or L'1llnes
node2[1-m\alue-kl = entries[i IIillll.
nodel.setNumOfChildrc.:n(Mvalue+l-mvalue-k·l.
IlgoodnL"Ss values for k-th group




areaValues[ilLillkJ = nodeJbollndOgctArea<) +
node2.b(lundO·getAreaO~
}




















IIchoose the best dlstributiun for split. withm the chosen aXIs
IIsl'bl i!!0up and split index
rnOverlap = overlapValueslsplilAxisl[OI[OI:
!!JouPSI 0I = 0;
indice;;IO] = 0:
counl = 0;
lIobtain minimum overlap value
Illf (i=O:i<h++)
for li=O: j<k\'alue: j++)











sp!it.lndex = indiceslO I:
lIifthen: are lies resolve with rrunimum area values
if (counl> 1) .:
mArea = arcaVlJlueslsplitAxislisplilGrnupllsplil.lndcxl.
for (i=O:i<count.i++l
If(are1lValueslsplitAxislli!!oupsli Illindiceslill < mArea) .:
splilGrOUP = i!!0upsi iI:
splillndex = indicesl il:
mArea = arcaValuesl spliLAxisllspbt( rroupllsplitlndexl:
IIdislribute the entries
newOne = new nodeClass;
if (newOnc = NULL1 {
Ct.-rr « "Memorv allocation errOT IllT new nnde. Method nll<.1.l..Clasx.splitO'- « endL
cerr « lree->getNumOlLeaves(l « ,. Lea\ ex... « endL
exit(I);
1,










IIsecond group or' entries in new node
I<lr (i=splitlndex+rnvoluc; i<Mvalue+l; j++) :
(*ne\\{)nc)1 i-splillndex-mvaluel = l.'lltriexl splilAxis II :;plitGroupll iI:
if (!leaf) f











newOne->setNwnOfLhi Idren(M\'3Iue+ I-split Indcx-m\'llluc):
ne\\Dne->sctLevel(lc\'e1)~
nc\\Dne->seLLeaf(lcaO.
l/if the root is splilted
if (le\'e\ = 0) {
newRoot =new nodcCblSS.
if(newRool = NULL) {
ccrr « "Mcmory allocatIOn error MclhoJ nodA..<:lass.sp1itO.'· « endL




















I/nutput "pcrator Illr nodes
oSlream& opcratnr«loslrcam& "UI. nodeClass& n) :
im 1:
nockClass 'ptr:
out « "<" « &n.
lor(I~:I<n.numOfChildrcln++1
nul «nlij'
out « n.p<lrL'11t « " " « n.lcvel « " " « n leaf
« " " « n.nwnOfChildren « ">" « endl:
return out.
/Isearches for a [liven rectangle and returns the entry it is III











ptr =InodLoCiass .) childrenIil·getPointerO:
entry = ptr->searchEntry'r)~








Iiscarehes lor a given rocllln@.le and returns a potnler 10 the node il \S 10
1l(xl.eClass °llodeClass::search.Node(rocLangk:ClasS& r) {










pIT I =(nndeClass 0) childrenl il.gctPoinlerl).
plr2 = plr 1->searchNode(r):










Iisets the pointer lo the rool
\\)Id rTrce::seIRoo(tno<.k:Class ·ptr) :
rool =pIT.
IIretums the pomler 10 the Tool
noJt:Class °rTrt:e: :gelR(lol(void) :
return root;























I/insertion operator lOr rTr~
void rTree::operator«(enuyClass& e) :
if (root = Nl.JLL) :
root = new nodeClass;
if (rOOl = Nl.JLLl {
ccrr « "Memory allocation error for root. rTrce.operalor«(entryClassJ."
« end\:









I/delctes nodes from an rTree
void 'rTree: :removC1.n:ctangJeClass& r) {
n"JeCllIss 'ptr, 'newRoot:
YOld 'ob, = NUl.L.
ptr =Tllot->sc.archNode-trt
If (ptr == NULLJ
cout« "Entrv nol I<)uml."« end!',
else:
obI =ptr->remove(r):







iflrool->getNumOfChildrl''fH) = j && 1c.alLewl ) :



















Ilprints OUI all the nodes at a given lcwl
void nodL.-{;lass::print~(lstream&out. inll~ ':
nodeClass 'ptc
intI:
if (1C\'eJ = 11
OUI « "this:
else:
if (lewl < ]) ~
(or 0=0: ,<numOK:hihlrcn: 1++'1 ~
ptr = (nodL.>Cluss") chlldTenfi J,gctPointer(l:
plr->print(OlLt, I):
Iiouipul operator for TITre
llslream& 01X\fator«(05trcam& out. rTrre& T) {
Inti:
<lllt « "Number ofl..ea\'es: " « r.numOfLea\'es « endl
«"Lellllc\'eJ "« rlealLe\'el «endl
« "Root: • « r.rOOI « end/:
Illr (i=O:i<=r.leall.evel:i++l {
T.root->print(oul, i):











1/ Program Name: DTCL.H
II An O~iecl Oriented Graphic User Interface for TranspolUtion Scboouling Problem Specification
/1 Felipe Guacacbe
/1 Oklahoma State University
II Dt.-palUnenl of Computer Science














unsigned char hours. minutes, seconds;
public:
limeClass(void):













unsigned char month. da~':
public:
d.1teClass(wid}:








lnL"lld ostrc.am& operator« (ostream&. d:tll'Class&);
}~
class dtClass: pubhc dateClass, public LimeClass .:
public:
dtClass(\'oidl:





























II Program Name: DTCL.CPP
II I )lIte and time objects
II Felipe Guacache
II Oklahoma Slate UnJ\eTSilY
II Dep<trtmcnl of Computer SCi~ICC
II StillwatCT. Oklahoma












timeClass: :timeClasslunsigned char h, unsigned char m, unsiglled char s) {









timeClass::tlmeClass(const char *tlOleStr) :
unsigned lOt h, m. s:
sscanf(ttmeStr, "%u:%u:%u". &h. &01. &s)·.



























limeClass::operator«limeClasS& I I) {
if (hours ~= IJ.hours)
relurn (hours < IJ.hours):
else
if (minutes != IJ.minules)
rerum (minutes < II.minutes);
relurn (seconds < r I.seconds):
Ilgr~arer-!han opt.-rOlor
tim~Class::operalor>(timeClass& II) :
jf (hours 1= II hours)
return (hours> tl.hoUTSI.
else
if (minules != IJ.minutes)
rt:\um (mulUlCs tl.mlllulesJ.
relurn (seconds> t l.seconds);
Ileljual-IO operator
IlmeClass::operator=(lim<.'Class& III ':






relurn '(·!hIS = tl)'.
1
I
Ilourpul operdlor friend funelion
oslream& operalor« (ostream& oul. timeClass& t I) ~
oul« set\\'(2)« sdfilleO')« (inl)lJ.hours« '.'
« setw(2) «selfilleO') « (lollt l.nIlJlu"'s « ' ,













dateClass::daleClass(unsigned int v. Wlsigned char m, Wlsigned char d) {
II validate month and day
irlm<n && d>{1 &&
(tlm==1 /I m=3 II m=511 m=7 /I m==811 m=IO II m = 12) && d<32) II
(un=411 m==6l1 m=911 m=ll) && d<31) II
Im=2 && ~o/04 = 0 && d<30) II










daleClass::dateClass(const char *datcStrl {
unsigned int m,d.y·
sscanf(dateStr,"'%uf'lou/%u". &m. &d, &y):
Ilvalidate month and iliy
il'(m<13 && d>{J &&
«((m=1 II m=311 m=511 m==7 /I m=811 01=10 II m = 12) && d<32>11
«m=411 m-611 m=911 m=ll) && d<3]) II
(m=2 && y"l04 = 1I && d<30) II











iliteClass::dateClass(dateClass& J I) (
year =dl.year:
month =dl.month:
day = d I.day:
Ilassignmenl operator










:vear = d l.year:
month = d l.momh.




If (year ~= d l.:vear)
return (year < d I.year):
else
if(Jnonth ~=dl.m{mth)
return (momh < dl.month);
return (dav < ell .day);
lI~eater-lhan operator
dateClass::operator>(dateClass& ell) {
if (war '= d I.year)
return (year> ell.vear):
dse
it"{month '= d Imonlh)
retum (month> eI I .monthL
return (day' > dl.d.:l\}.
lIequ.1)-to operator
u11eClass::opc..>rator=ldateClass& d I) .:





dateCiass: :opcrator~=(dateClass& d I) :
return ~(·this = d l)~
Iioutput operator friend function
ostream& "peralm«(ostream& out. dale<..'\ass& d 1) {
out « setw(2) « sellill(O') « (int)J I.month « 'f













dtClass::dtCllIsslconst char ·I,meSrr. C<Jnsl ~haT 'dateSIT)















day = til J .da~':
/lassignmenl opcartor
dtClass& dIClass::operalor=ldtClass& dll) {
hours = dt.] .hours:
nunutes = dll.minules.
seexlnds = dl I seconds.
~'ear =dll ve,lr'
month = tlll.mollth,
da\' = dll.Ja\ ,
retllm dt I'.
lI1ess-than oper,ltoT
dlCllIss: :opeTlltor< (dlCI1Iss& dll) :
if ((dllteClass)'!his ~= (daleC'11lss) dll)
return ldaleClass) "this < tc:h'leClass)dll
else
relurn (limL'Class) ·this < (lim",Class)dll.
//grealer-than operator
dlClass:opemtoT> (dlClass& dll) :
if «dalt-,Class)·this 1= (dateClass) dll)
relurn ldateClass) ..this> (daILoClass)dll;
dsc
return llimeClass) ·thJS > (timt.'Class)dtl.
//equal-Io operator
dIClass::operalor==ldIClass& dIll {










dtCluss: :operalor'9.dtCluss& dtll {
return '( °tIlIS = dtl);
/Ioutput operator friend function
osLreurn& operator«(oslream& out. dtClass& dtl I:








II This program handles lh~ differenl kinds of data used [or
II transportalion scheduling s~'CiticallOn.
II
II Felipe Guacache
II Ucpartmenl of Compuler Science
II Oklahoma SWl.e UnivCTsity
/1 StillwatCT, Oklahoma








#itndef _ STRINGJ J
#include <string.h>
#endif
II Some enumerated types to k.:<-1'




























































Vlrtua I urullgnoolong getKeyO=O.
I
J'
class gcoClass public <!ataelass .;
protccted.
II used 10 rebuild spalialll1dcx if nece::ssary
T~'Ctangk<:lass rcctanglc:
public:
void se::tRectangle(int lOt. tnt ml):
"oid setRectangle(int. int I;
"oid sCIRectangle(rectangleClass&):
rcctanglcClass ge::tRcctanglel void) !re::lum rectangle:::}.
/.















llnsigned long getKcyO {relum citYCode;};
'.J'










wlsigm:d char chance:< >ffi.alll, chaneeOl~n(l".
tomadoWng. lornadoWalch.
lStormWng, IStonnWatch:




weatherllUlsigned long. dah:Class&, chat. char.
unsigned char. wlslgnoo char.
unsigned char, unsigned char.






unsigned long getKeyO {return CilvCode;: :
I.
I·
class path: public geoClass ,;
privatc:
lito ensurc that a unique path cxist between twn citics




unsigned long lTomCitv, toCit\,;
unsigned mt distance:




pathlunslgned kmg, strinllClass&, pathTypeEnum,
unsigned long, unsigned Inng. unsigned In!);
pathlpath&):




unsIgned long getKeYll :relwn pathCode:}
,
(,





Ifnumber of seats for personnel
unsigned jnl nwnO~ts,
Ilmaximwn wcight of things transported
weight,




IImaximum autonomy. milcs with no refueling
autonomy',
W1Slgned long locatedAt;










conveyance<unsignecl long. stringClass&. con\TvpeEnum.
unsigned inl. unsigned lOt. unsigned lOt.






unsigned long gelKe:-'O {return com-codc: f:
}.









unsigned long origm. destination:
dlClass accepled. CilrlicstArr1val. latestAni\'al:




cargO{unsigncd long. slIingClass&, cargoT~"flCEllum.
tmsigned lOt. unSigned lOt. unsigned ml.







unsigned JOllg getKevO :return l;;JTgoCode:}:
~ .
class local1l11l: puhhc tLataClass :
private'
unsigned long !ocutionCodc. city<..'ode:
k1calionT\"flCEnum l\-PC:










unsigned long gCIKeyO {return locationCudc;}·.
j,.
























II This program handles the dll1l:rent kmds urdat.u used lor
II transportation scheduhng specification
II
II Felipe Ciuacachc
II l)epanment of Computer Seit=ncc
II ()klahom~ Stat.e UnJversit~·
II Stillwater. Oklahoma









/1 chamcter strings with cunslents or enumerat.ed I)'J'L'S









































II defmc signatures for the dilTerent classes
cons! Signaturc city: :signaturc = OxOOOOOOOF_
const Sig;nature path::signatuTe = UxUOOO(l(lFO'_
const Sig;n8ture wcather::sillJlaturc = OxOOOOOFOO:
canst Signature conve.vance::signature = Ox-OOOOFOOO:
const Signature cargo: :slgJlaturc = OxUOOFUOOU:
const Signature location::signature = OxOOFOOOOU-,
canst Sign81UJ"e constra int:: signature = UxOFOOOOOO:
II geoCJass member functions
II sets the reclangles coordmates based on four poinh
mid gcoClass::seLRectangle(int x, mt y, int z, mt \\.) :
rectangle = rectangJeClasslx. y, z. w):
II sets the rectangJe coordmates \lased on two points
\'oid geoClass; :seLReclangJe(int x, int \'1 :
rcclang!e = rectangJeClass(x.y):
I
II sets the rL'CtangJc O:lscd on a recLangle























bur =(char 0) (void oJ dh~
Istrstream stream(bur, db.GetSi7.eO)',
strcam » ,,1 »y I »xl » \'2 » citYl'ode » nm » sl » populall,m'







cityCode = c l.cityCode.
name =c I ,name:
slate = c I ,stllte~
JX>puLatlon = c I.populati('n~
II assignment opemlor
citv& city: :operalOr=(city& c I) {
rcctangle = cl ,rectangle:
cllyCode =c I.cilyl'ode:
name = c l.name;
slate = c I ,Slale:
ropulauon =c I.population;
rclum cl,
II geLs <!aU! from slandard IOpUI
nlld eity::getLnput(voiJ) {
unsigned long code, POP:
charnl1281. sl1281
eOUI « endl « "Cil\' Code: ":
em» cfl(k.
COU! «t:ndl «" 'arnc: ":
cin» n:
cout « emil « "State: ":
em» s:
cout « endl « ·'Population:".
em »r<'P:
"thIS =city (wue. n, s. ]X)p):
II outputs city mfo
\'oid city: :cbsplay(void) (
C()ut « 'City Code: "« cityCode « endl
« "City Name "« name « endl
« "Sate: " « state « end!
« "PopulatIon: " « population,
II wriles the cit) mt() inlO a DataBlock





s\ream « rectan~e.geLX III « ' , « rectangle.gelY I() « ' ,
« rectangle.getX20«"« reelangkgeIY2l)«"
« cltyt'o(k « ' ,
« name « ' ,« :tale « ' ,
« popular;"n:
rerum DataBlockl,signaturc. strlen(hul). (,,<lid *) bull.














wcathcr::weolhcrl,unsigned long ce. dat.eClass& dl. char 1TL\1. char mnt.
unsigned char cr. unsigned char cs.
unsig:ned chou lwg. unsigned char rwc.













weatht.'1", :1\'t:atherlDlltaBlock& db) :
char ·bul'
char dateStr[ 121:
lDt xl, yl. x2, y2.
m:\. mn. cr, cs.
Iwg. IWc, ls"'g, tswe:
className = "WEATHER";
bur =(char 0) l. void 0) db;
isrrstream s\ream(buf. db.CrctSizeOl:
stream» x I» .1'1 »:\2 »y2




» Iswg » tswc:











weather: :weather(weather& wi \ .:
className = "WEATHER":
rectangle = II l.rectanllk
cit\'Code = w l.cit\·Code:
d:IlC = W I.date:
maxTernp =wl.maxTemp:
mmTemp = \I" l.minTcmp:
chanC(.>()tRam = \\' l.cnanceOIRain.






wealhcr& wcnU1t:r: :of.'L-rator=(weuther& wi) \
rectangle = II I rectangle:
cllvCode =... l.cityCode:




chanC(.>()fSno\\, = \\ 1 chanceOfSno\\'
tornadoWng = wl.tomadoWng:









unStgned lOt cr, cs;
unsigned char [\I'll, (wc, Iswg. (.wc:
cout <<endl « "Cit\' Code "
cin» cc:
cout « end] « "Date: ":
cin »daleStr:
da[cClass uJHconst char O)datcSlT):
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cout« endl« "Max.unum Temperature: ".
.:in» m>,;t.
coul « cndl « "Mmunum Tl:mperalUre:
cin » TlUll:
coul «CTJdl «"Chance orRain (%): "
em »cr:
c"ut « end} « "Chance ofSmm (%l'
cm» cs:
coul « endl « "Tomado Waming (YIN)
.:in» I"'g.:
coul« endl« "Tomad" Walch \.Yfl\.!) ":
cin» twc:
cout« endl« "Thunder Storm Wammg.(YIN):
em» tS\\g:
coul « endl « "'Thunder Storm Watch (YIN): ":
cin » l~\\'C:
"thIS = wcather(cc, dl. mxl. rrmt. ~r. ':', t\\'g. twc, IsWg.. IS\\'c):
1/ outpub weath~'Tmfo
\ (lid weather.:display{voldl :
COUI « "City Code: " « cirvCode «endl
« "Date: " « date « endl
« "Maximum Templ:rature. " « (mllmaxT~'111r« endl
« "Mimmum Temperature: " «{intlmmTcmp « emJ.l
« "Chance of Rain' " « (int) chanceOfRain «"%" «endl
« "Chance of Sm1\\. " « (int,) chane<..o(JfSno\\ « "%" « endl
« "Tornado WamlOg: " « (inl)tomadoWng « endl
« "Tornado Walch: " « {inlltomadoWatch < endl
« 'Thunder Storm Warning: " «(lnlllslnrm'W'ng« t:mll
« "Thunder Storm Walch. " «\mlltslomlWUtch« endl.





slrCilm « n::ctangle.getX In « . , « re<.:langJc.gclY I(I « ..
« rectangle.getX2t) « ' . « reclangle.gct Y2u « ..
« citvCode « ..
«dale«' .
« (IDtJIDllxTemp « .. « (inl)nunTemp « ..
«(lOllchancc..'Ofl{ain«··« tmllchance( lISno,," «"
« (iIll)tomado'W'ng. « .. « (mlltornadoWalch « ' .
«\inOlslormWng«"« (int)ts!orrnWatch:
return DataBlock(stgnalure. strlen(hul), (void *) hut);











palh.:palh(unslgJ1ed lun!/- ~J. stringCI..ss& nnl.palhT~TlCl·:ll111npl.











101 x I. \' I, xl. ~·2. pI:
char nm1118J:
classNarnc = .. WEATI-lER .. ·.
hul'= (char OJ (\'old·) db:
"lrslream slream(buf. db.GeISizeO);
stream » X I » \,] » xl » ,,2
»paLhCode » om » 1'1





path: :paLh(paLh& pi) {
c1assName = "PATH";
rcctangle = r l.rcctangk:
palhCnde =p l.paLhCodc:
name = l' l.naml:~
palhT:--p.: =p l.paLhType:




palh& paLh::opcralor=(path& r I) I










/I gets data from standard input
,'oid path::g~tlnpultvoid):
unsigned long cd. Ie, tc~
char nml1281,
WlSIgned mt pI. dist:
pilthTvpeEnum PIt,
cout « end) « "Code:
cm» ed:
cout « ....ndl « "Name' ".
cin» nrn:
coul « endl « "Path T:,pe:
em» pt.
I'll =(pulhTypeEnum) pI:
coul « endl « "From Cit\': "~
cin» fc:
Ctlul «endl « "Tn City
cin» Ic:
coul « end] « "Distance:
cin» dist:
·tlm; =path(cd, illll, I'll, re. Ie, dist)~
Ii oulputs path info
voiu palh::JlsplaHvoid) {
coul « "Code: " « pathCode « endl
« "Name: .. « name « enul
« "Palh l\-pe' " «palhTvpeSlrlpalhTypel« endl
« "From City: " « fromClly « end]
« ''To City: "« toCil\' « endl
«"Distance: "« distance « end!.
II "ntes the path inlo inl(l a DataBloek
Datal3lnck path::passivate(\'oJJ) :
char hut] :i 121 ~
ostrstream slrcamlhuf 51 ~ I:
memset<huf/I,512l:
stream «reclangk,gctX In«"« rectangle.gel Yl(l«"
«n..'Ctangle,getX20«' '« n...ctanglc.gclY20«' '
« pathCode « ' '
«name « ' . «pathType « ' ,
« fromCity' « ' . « loCll\' « ' ,
« distance:
return DataBlock(signalure, strlcn(buf), (void .) hur,














II conyers ion constructor
cunveyancc:~eonveYllncc{unsi8neJlong ce. stnn!lClas~& desc. C<l1l\TypcEnum tp.
unsigned mt ns. unsigned Int \\ l.
llnsigned mt "01, wlsign<.'<l1l11 avgs.
















className = "CONVE YANCE":
buf= (char·) ('·oid·) db:
lstrstrcam strcam(huf. dh.OelSizcO).
strenm » c"I1\~'()dc » desc » ct
» numOP.5eats » weight » volume




cunvevance::convcvance{conveyance& c I) {
c1assName =·CONVEYANCE".
convCuJc = c l.com'Code:
descnplJ<1I1 =cl.descripl1on:
l\y.e =C '''-pc:
numOrSeat~ = c 1.numOrSeats:
weIght = d.weIght:
volume =c I, volume',
3vTgSpeed = c1.a\TgSpced:
autonomy =c I.autonomy'~
localedAt = c 1.locatedAI:
lIassig:nm<.'T1t operator







volume = c I, volwne;
3vrgSpccd = c l.avrgSpeed:
autnnnm" = c l,aUlnnum\':
localedAl = C l.loc.atedAt:
return el.
II gets dala from standard mpul
void convevance::gellnput(\{)\J) {
unsigned lung cc, I~:
char descI1211j;
Unsigned int Ip, nos, wI. vol, avgs. aut:
CllnvrypeEnum Ipp:
cout « endl « "Conveyance Code: ",
c\n» CC'.
COUI « endl « "[)cscnp\lon:
cm» desc;
COUI « endl « "Tvpe: ":
ein» Ip,
Ipp =(comTvpcEnum) Ip:
cout « endJ « "Number of Scats: ",
cin» nns:
COUI « enJI « "Max.lmum Weighl: "
cin» wt:
cout « end] « "Maximum Volume: ":
em» H1J:
cout« emll« "Average Speed' ",
cm» 3"(l.S:
cOUI « endl « "Aulonom," ":
cm» aut;
COUI « endl « "ul<:lIleu at: ":
cm» la',
"this = conwvancc(cc, desc, Ipp, nos, "'1, \'01, lIvgs, aUl, I,,;:
/I outputs conveyance 101"
H,iJ enn evance::displav(widJ :
coul« "Cunvc, anee Cock, " «COD\CnJe« endl
« "J)cscnpllOn, " « JescriJluon« ""I1JI
«"Type: "« convTypeSlrlr.'pcl« emil
« "Number of Scats: " «numOfSeats « endl
« "Max.imum Weight: " « weight «endl
« "Maximum Vnlume: " « volume « enJI
« "Avcrage Speed' "« a\'T[!.Speed « cnd!
«"Autonomy: "« aUlonomy «end!
« "Located at: " « )ocaledAt « '--nul:





slIeam « cunvCode « ' , « descnptlnn « ' .
«type «"« num()f~cals« ' ,
« weight « ' , « volume « ' ,
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«a\TgSpeed «"« aulOnom\' « ' ,
« locatedAt
return DalaB!ocktslgnalUre. slrk-n(bul), (void .) hun·.
II················
II Need to add location 10 cargo info
11·········*·······;t···












carllo :cargo(Wlslgned long cc, stringClass& desc, carguTypeEnum lp.
unsigned lilt np, unsig.ned inl wt, unsigned mt wI.
unsigned long ori, unsigned long dest.

















char descI128]. ac112RI. e<l11281.lal I2RI:
c1assName =·CARGO":
buf = (char .) (voi<l .) db;
ISlrslream slrcam(buf, db.GetSizeO):
stream » cargoCode » desc » el
» numOlPcople » weight » \,(llume
» origm » destinatIOn
» ae » ea » [:L
descnpLion = dese:
IYpe = (cargoTypeEnuml ct.




accepted = dtClass(buf+ I.ae l:
bur = strchr(ea, '~')~
"bur= 'I.'(O'~
carliestArrival = dtClass(bul'+-l.ca):





clas 'Name = ·CARGO":
cargoCode = c 1.cargoCode.
Ucscription = e l.descnpllon~
IYpe =c I.lype:
numOlPeople = e l.nwnOlPeopk:
weight =cl .\\ei~t.
\'olume = c I. \'olume:
ollgin = c J .ongin:
destination =c l.destmalion·.
II assignment operator
cargo&: cargo::operaLor=(cargo& c1) ~
eargoCooe = el.cargoCode,
dt:Scnption = c I.descnrtion:
type = e I.tvpe~
numOlPooplc = e I.num! )lPcoplc:
weig.ht = cl.weight.
volume = c I.volume~
ongin = e I.origin:
destination =c I.destinatlon~
accepted =c I ,accepted:
carhesti\mval = c l.carhcstl\rri\'al:
latcst!\ITI\'l!'1 = e 1.latestl\rnvaL
rctum cl.





unsif?Iled int tp. np. WI, vol'.




cOllt « endl « "Carj!.o Code: ":
em» ce.
COU! « endl « "I)cscriplion'
em» desc:




cout « endl « "Nwnber or People'
cin» np~




COUI « endl « "Original Location'
cm» on,
cou!« endl« "~stinalion: ".
ein» dest;
cout« endl «"/\ceqlloo Date: ".
ein » aeDlite:
eoUI «endl « "Accepted Time: ":
em » acTime·.
cout « endl « "Earliest Am\"al Date
em » caDatc~
cout « "nJI « "Earlicst Arrival Tunc
cin » eaTimc;
coul « endl « "Latest Arrival Dale:
ein » laDate:
coUI « enJI « "L"t<:st Arrival Time: ",
em » I"Tllne:
·thls = cargo(cc. desc. tpp, up. \\1. \"01. on. de.st.
dtClass((eonsl char ·)acTime, (const char ·)aeDate).
dtClass((const char • )eaTirne, (const dlar ·)eaDale).
dtClass((const char ·)laTime, (const char ·)laDate»;
II "utputs cmg" mlil
\"'lId cargo::dlspllly(\'oiJI :
coul « "Cargo Code: "« cargoCode «endl
« "[)escrip!ion: " « description « endl
« "1\-pe : "« cargoTypeSlrlt''flCJ «endl
« "Numher ot'Peor1c: " « numOIl'eople« LTIdl
« ·Weight " « weight « emil
« "Volume, " «Hllume «endl
« "Original I.OC(Jllon: " « (lngin « emIl
« "!)<;..stinatlOn " « desllnatlon « end;J
« "Accepted. " « accepted « endl
« "Earliest Arrival: " «carhcstArri\'al « rnJl
« "Latest Arrival' " « lalesIArn\'al «mdl:





stream « cargoCode « ' , « descnpllon « . ,
«type «"« numOfPcople « ' .
« weight « ' , « \'dume « ' ,
« origin « .. « destination <.< ' ,
« accepted « •. «earhcsll\rrivul « ' .
« lateslAmval:
retwn DawBlock(signature. slrlcn(bul), (\'oid .) out):
ill
II location member functiom;
II delilUlt constructor
















buf= (char·' (.void·) db:
lslrstre<lm slremntbuf. db.GetSizeO);
strellm » JocalionCode »cityCode » It:













II gels data 1rom standard input
void location::gcLlnput(void) {
unsigned lon~ Lc, cc;
unsigned int tp;
locationTypeEnwn tpp:
COUI «endl « "Location Code: ":
em» le.
coul « (.,"I1dl « ·CIIV C<xk ".
cin »cc:
coul «L"Ildl « "Locatlun '1 \iPC: "
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cin» tp~
tpr = (locationTypeEnum) tp.
"thIs = location (Ie. ce. trrl~
II outputs location info
\'oid location::displaYlvuidl {
cout « "Location Code: " « locationCode « "nd]
« "City Code: .. «ciIYCodc « endl
« "Location T~T'C:"« localionr)T'CStrl~T'CJ« L'Tldl:
II writes the location mti) mto a DataBlock




s\ream « IncationCode « . , « cltyCode « .. « t\ P":
rclurn DataBlock(signature. strlen(bul). (\'nld") bun:










constraml :C<1nstramt(cunslOnEnum tg. cunslTypel:::num lp. unslgllc.d IOIlIc! IC.












bul = (char") (vOldO) db~
lstrslream stream(huf. db (;etSize( )1:
stream » Ig » ct » targelCodc » nllmmum » maxmmm:
wrgcl = (constOnEnum) tg.:
lype = lconslT\'pcEnum) ct.
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II COPy constructor
COnslnnIlL:COnstralllt(COllSlraint& c I) :
cla,;sNamc = "CONSTRAOO"·.
Iarget = cl.target:





constraint& conslrllim::operator=(cllmtramt&. cl) {
target =cl.target;
type = c I. type:
targelCode = c I.tar~eICodc:
minimum = c l.mimmuJ1J:
maximum = c I.maximum:
return cl.
II gets data from standMd mput
void constraint: :getlnputly"id) {
int 19, ct. mn. mx:
unsigned long Ic:
coUI « endl « "Targel: ":
cm »18:
COllI « ~'Tldl « "C.)Ostrainl Tvpe: ".
ein »cL
COUl« t:ndl « "Target Code: .'
em» Ie.
coul « ~'Tldl « "Milllmum: ":
Clll» mn:
coul « enul « "Maximum: "'.
em» mx.
·this = c, nstraintl!collsIOnEnum)lg. (conslTypeEnumlcl. Ie. mn. m~;'I:
}
1/ OUlpULs constraint data
VOid COllstrullll.:ulsplay(voiu) {
coul« "Target: " «consIOnStr[targeti «end!
« "Constraint. Type: ,. « consl'l'vpcSlrl type I « endl
« "Targel Code: " « largctCodc « endl
«"Minimum' "« mimmum« endl
« "Maximum: " « maximwn « endl:





stream « Iarget « ' , « type « .. « largelCode « ' ,
« minimum « . , « maximum:
return DataBloc"(slgnaturc. slrlenl.bul), (vOId • J hut).
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II FrLE LIDRAR Y -- datafile.h (\'2.00 4/JO/94')
II ~rUlt:s (\ Jile type lor disk-basoo wlla 1'11 ...-,;
II Copyright 1992. 1994 Scott Robert Ladd. All nghts rescr.ed
/I Modified to run in a UNIX Sl'stc.."TJl h\' Felipe LiUilC<lche
II Oklahoma Stale Uni\'ersit\'
II Dc..·partment of Computer Science


















FE NO RD FHDR.- - -
FE_NO_WRT_RJ-IDR.
FI.'_NO_RD_RHJ)I<.





































sUllie const int StdModcNc\\':
slatie consl int StdModeExisls·.
,tl,hc cons! in! StdModcAppend:
static cons! Int StdAllr:




// I\. tile lor the sequential input or information
1/----------------_·_---_·_--_·_--_·_---_·_-----_···----.---
class DataFiJelnpul \"irtlkl\ pl,blic DalaFi!eBlise ~
public








/I A tile for the sequential output or inl"omlali"n
//---------------------------_.__._----_.-----_..--_._--
class DalaFileOulput virtual public DalaFilcBasc {
publie~
DataF"eOutput~const strinE/Class & n<Jmc.DuwFileMode m ~ I'M_NEW)
DalaFiJeBasc(namc.m) : :
BooleanEnum Wrilc(consl Dat.aBloek&)~
//- -------------------------- -- ----_._..--- ---------------
/I DllwFilcPlr
// A 1~1'C used \0 locale ml(lrmallim 111 a data Ii Ie
//-- -------------------------_.-- ----------------- ----_._-
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I/type of a data iile pLr
lypt:Jcf long DutaFllePtr.
II constant,
ext...11l ':(ln~1 DataFiJePtr DFP_NIJLL.
exlern eonsl Signature SICi))ELETED:
11------------------------------------ ----- ----------
1/ DataFile










class DataFile : pubh.: DataFileBase:
puhlIc:
// conslructor
DalaFile(consl slnngClass & name. DataFileMode m = FM_EXlSTING):
II write a record
DataFilePtr Wriletconsl DalaBlock& clala):
/1 read a re~OTd
DataBlock ReadO COilS!:
II delele a record
void Ddelet):
1/ re"lllove blanks and lVasted space
,,,,0.1 Compacl(void (' IlUlc)(lJataFild'tr plr. const DataBlock & dolta J = N1 JLL1,
// m,)\'C to next record
BvoleanEnum Skipt)"
1/ relurn tl) lx--ginmng 0[" file
void RewmdU,
II gll to position 10 file
DataFilePtr Seek(DataFilePlr pos) .:onst.








/I FrLE UBRARY -- dalaliJe.cpp {v200 4/30/94)
II Delines a Iile type lor disk-based dam files
II Cop\T;ght 1992, 1994 Scott Robert Ladd. All nghls reserved
1/ Modified \<l run in a UNIX system by Felipe Ouacache
II Oklahoma Slate Universil)
// Department of CompulL"r Science
/1 Lasl Modi Ii cd 08/3 1195
#include "dalafile.h"
const DalaFiJePtr DFP_NULL =-I.
consl Signature SIG_DELEH,D = Oxl'FFfFFFL
// TlllS function returns the cWTent lile pointer of an oJlL'11 lile handle
long tell(inl handle) {
!<lI1g rtr = lseeklhandk lI1.. SJ.:EK_CUR).
if (plr == -IL) {






II The base class for bl.nary data files
1/------------------------------------------_·_---------------
UlJ1st 1111 DataFileBase::SWMoucNe\\ =O_CREAT I O_TRlJNC IO_RDWR
C('l1s1 mt DataFiJeBasc:: .SI<1Modcb:ists =() RDWR:.
const int DaiaFilel3ase: :StdMoueApJlL'Tld = 0_APPEND I()_WRONI. Y,
conslmt DalaFileBase::StdAlir =0:
consl int DamFiIeBase:SldJ\llrNe\\ = S_lREAD I S_IWRITE:
DataFileBase::DataFileBase(const stringelass & name. DataFileMode m)
FileName(nume) :






























II if temp liIe, delele il~




1/ i\ rile for the sequenltallllput ofinlimnat;nn
/1- ---- - ----- ----- -- ----- ---------- -- -- ------ --- -------- -.-
])ataBlock DataFilelnput::RcadO consl :
Recnrdlleader heir:
SiZC_1 n.
1/ read rewrd header





if (n '= sizoot(RecordHeaderl) :
I/thro\~ DataFlleEx(FL_NO_R.D_RllDl<t
<:t->rT« "Invalid R!"'Curd Ht:"dder." «end!.
cxitl I):




n = read(J)OSllandJc.l,otd *,db.hdr.RecSi/.c).
if (n ~= hdr.RccSizc) {
IIthr"" I)awFileEx(FE_NO_R D_REC I.
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/1 re.1d recnrd header
res = reaLlrIX)SHaIlLlle,&hdr.slzoohRL'CordHeader):
if Ires '= si7.eof(RecordHeader))
return AOOL]ALSE:
II skIp data





1/-·-----------.- -- -- ----------..--------.--.--------------
II DaLal'il<::\..>ulput
II A f1Je lilr Ihe sequential output of'information
11---------------_·_---------------------_·---------------_·_-
BooleanEnum DataFileOutput :Wrilc(COnst DaLaBlock& db) -:




II store record header
si/.c__In = wrile(IX)SHandle.&hili,siuof(RtlCOrdHeader));
if (n != sizeoflRecordHeader)
rdum !:lOOL_FALSE;
II store data
11 = writeflX)SHandle,(void *)db,hdr.RecS1ZC)·.
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II Defmes a random access. II() lile
11------ ---- -.-.---.-.--------------- -- ------ ------- -- ---
II construclor
DlIUlFilc::DataFile{const slrlngClass & namc, DalaFilcMode m)
DalaFilc8asc\namc,m) {
if(lm = I'M_NEW)" (m = FMJEMPORARY)) (
lldr.FirslEmply =DFPJJUl.L
res = wriIe(DOSHandlc_&Hdr.sizeof(DataFileHdr»;
if (res != sizeof(DataFileHdr» (
IILhmw DataFileEx(FE_NO_WRTJHDR)',
cerr« "Unable 10 write file header" «endL
eXil(l);
res =rcad(IX)SHandle.&I-IJr.sizeoIHJala Fikl ]<ir));
if\res ~= sizcof(DataFild-idr») {
Ilthro.... DataFileEx(FF._NO_RDJf-lDR)-.
C("IT « "I Jnahle 10 read lile header" « emIL
e"it( I);
II wnlc a record
DataFllcPtr UataF11c :WrJlC\COnSI DalllBlock& db) 1





if (l-fdr.FirstEmpty = DFP_NlJl.L) (
/I append ncw data 10 cnd of file
pos = Iseck(OOSHandle.O.SEEK_END);
if (JXIS = -1 L) (
Ilthww DawFileEx(FE_BAD_SEEK):






II start with firsl ernptv T<'COrd
DataFilcPlr pre,' = DFP_NULL.
pu- = Hdr.FirstEmpt',.
for (:'.) :
II set 1lle poinLer
pos = Iseel.:<)X>SHandle,ptr,SEEK_SET):
if (pos = -Il) :
IIWo\\ DataFileEx(FE_BAD_SEEK):
cerr « "File seek failed." « endL
CXil(!):
II read record header
11 = r~d(lXJSHandle.&r~'Chdr,sizoof(lORec(JrdH~u.k..r).
if l(n 1= sizeol1.IOR~cordHeader)1
II (rechdr.RecSig ~= SIU_DELETED)) {
l/throw DalaFileExlFE_NO_RD_RHDR):
ecrr « "Unahie 1(1 read record headLT " « end\:
cxit( I):
II Js il nig enolJgh~
if lrcchdr.Slze >= do.( ietSizeOJ {
II go 10 prC\lOUS record
if lprc" = DFP_NULl.) :
/I change entry in header
Hdr. FirslEmpty = r~ehdr, NextDdeLcd.
II go to beginmng of lile
pos = lsecl.:(IXJSllundle.O,SEEK_SFIl.
If (POS == -II.) :
Illhn)\\ DawI:deb( FLo_lll\l )_SI]::K l.
eL1T« "File sl:ck lailed," «enJL
eXll( 1J:
II wnw ne\\ hcadL'T
n =\\ rilci.I)( JSII,andlc.&1 Jdr.sl/ellii I)alaFJlelldr))
if (n ~= sizeof(DataFileHdr1J :
II!hnl\\ L}.JulhlcEx(F1·. Nt>_WffIJ·IIl)Rl.












/I read prc\'ious reoord's h~der
IORecordHcadcr prc\'hdc
n = read(DOSHandlc,&prevhdr,sizeof(JORecordHeadt...r.Jl:
if(n != sizeot(lORecordHeader)) {
/llhr(l\\ D-otaFileEx(FE_NO_RD_RHDR):
ccrr« "Unable to read record header,"« end!.
eXil( I):
/I change £lex1. dcleled relercTlce
pre\'hdr,NextDdeted =r<:chdr.NextDcleted:




cerr « "File sed Jailed." « crllll:
e.xit{ I):
II rC<ld previous record's hcad~-r
n = \\ ritc(LXJSII.andle.&prc\hdr,sILco!lIORCC<lrdlIC<ldcr) t.
if (n != si7.~'()f(IORccmdHead~-r)){
IlLhro,," DatahleEx((''E_Nl 1_Wf{T_IZl (DR),
ecrr « '" Inahlc (0 write r~'I.:"rd header" « enul.
CXl\( I):
II sel pOInter tn i>cgmmng of rtT rec<lrd
pos = lseek(D< JSllandle.plT,SU:f..:_SETi.
if(pos = -ILl ':
/llhrO\\ Data l'ilcEx(FF_llAD_SELK).






if I n.:chdr,NcxlDcleled = I)FP_NUl.Ll {
II append nc\\ <lata 10 end ot'li k
pos = ISl.'Ck(l)()SlIandle.0.SfJ'KJNI)).
if(pos = -II..) {
Ilthrow DataFl1eLx(Fj':_UAD_SEEKl.












rechdr NextDeleled = DFP_NULL.
II slOfe Slgnalure
n = wnlelOOSHandle.&rechdr.siz<."Ofl1URo:cordH~der) l.
if (n '= sizeoltIORecordHeader)) :
liLhnl\\ Dalal:J1eExtFE_NI)_WRr_R1IDRJ:
CL'Tf «"Unahle 10 \\,,\e record header"« end!-.
eX11( I)~
II slon: data
n = \\ nlel I)USHandlc.lvoid *)db,rt.'Chdr.RecSizel:
L1'ln '= rechclr.RecSize) :
Illhnw. DatahleExIFE_NI)_ WI< r_REeL
eerr « "Unahle 10 wnle lile rt.'Cord." « cndl'
CXII( I).
II rdllm location data \\Ils wrill,~n 10
retum plr.
II read a record





II r'-'<HJ record headcr
n = read(l)()Sllandlc:.&n..>chdr.sizc:ol{/l JRccordllc<,dcT).
if In = 0) .: II L'(If
Illhrm\ DalaFlleEx(FEJ-:OF).




if tn ~= sizool(lORro.mJHcadcr)) :
Illhrov.- DalaFileExr.FE_NI)_RD_RI [DR):
cerr « "Unable 10 read rcc,'rd header" « .."lld!.
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-
II wc've lilWld an in-use record
If (rechdr.RccSig 1= SIG_DELETEDl
break:




cerr « "File seek Iilibl." «endl:
exit(! ):
l





if (n '= rechdr.RecSizc) {
IILhrow Dat.aFileb(FE_NU_Iill_REe):
eerr « ·Unable to read file rCC<lrll.· « L'Tldl:
eXll( 1):
II skIp o\"cr an~' "waste" characlers
,f(rcehdr.RceSv.e < rechdr.SI/.c1 {
pos = ISl..'Ck(IXJSHandle,rcchdr.Suc - rl..-chur Rl..-cSII.c. SI:I':I(_Cl JR).
II'(pOS = -IL) (
Ilthnm DataI'11eh<Fl':_UAD_SEEK 1'.









II sa\'e thiS positIOn
Dalal·ild'tr CurplJ = lelll DOSllandle)·.
II make surc wc're nol In the header
,I' {eullltr < su.eof<DataFilclldr)) :
Ilthro\, DalaFiIeF':s(FF_BAD_SEEK).
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if (11 '= sizeonrOReoordHeader)) {
Iithrow DawFileEx(FE_NO_RD_RllDR):
eerr « "Unable to read record header" «L"ndl.
exit( I):
II mark as deleted
,f (rechdr.RecSig ~= SKi_DELETED):
II upd,lte record hC3der
rechdr.RecSig = SIG_DELETI'D:
rechdr.NexlDdeted = Hdr,FirslEmpty,




CL"TT« "File seek tnibl" «(''lldL
eXlt( I).
n = \\TIle(TX)SH:mdlc.&rechdr,SI/l""f(JORecord.lkadcr)).
,I' In ~= SiLColdORL·corUJ-/e.alkrn :
Ilthnl\\ I)aWFileExtl:I':_N( 1_Wlrl'_RIIDR l.
CL"TT« "Unahle 10 \\rite record he,,,.lcr " «L'lldL
eXIl( J):
II modif\' header
I klr.hrstLmpl\ = curplr.
pos = Iseckl[XJSHand.lc,O.SEEK_SFTI:
,I'lpos = -II ) ~
IItllTo\\ D<JlaFlleExIFI':_Il/\1)_SEEK )'.
ccn « "File SL'Ck 1;'l!eJ " « LTlJ'-
eXII( I)'.
o = \\rJlc(DOSHaodlc,&J Idr.si7coftJ )ataFilellw·,).
,I' (0 ~= si7(.·oj(DataFiIcHw)') :
IIthf<\\\ DataFild:x(1:E_NU_WRTJI II )Rl.
ccrr« "Unahle to \\rile tile hc"Jcr" «lTld!.
exil( I):
II mo\'e hack to stan of delctcJ r!Xord




CeIT« "File seek faileJ." «<:ndl:
exil(l).
II removc blanks and "asted space
"<lid DalaFile;,C."lOlpaCl(wid (. func)(DataFilcPlr I'lL lXlOSI DmaBlock& dh)) {
/I g.eneratc lcrnlX'Tdr\ file name
char "llIarne = "dalaflle.lmp";
Ilsprinlf(marne. "%h,TMP".lirne(NULLy,:
II open lemp0r:l~ tile
IlIt TIe" lile =0fl<:Tl( Iname, ()_CREAr I()_RD'W''R.
S_IREAD I S_IWRITEt
If (nc"'lilc = -I) {
Illhr,,\\' DnlliFileEx(FE_NO_OPEN_TEMP)'.
ccrr « "UnahIe to (>ptm lemp<lraI lile." « endl.
exil(I);





cerr« "File seck lailed," «endL
exil( I)'
n = re"d(1X)SHandle.&~ldr.sl"cot( DIIlIIFild Idr 1'1.
II' (n '= si7~.. ,nDataFileHdr)1 l
/llhw" DataFtlelx(FE_NO_RlU:IIDRI
c~-rr « "LJnaole to read lile hc<tller " « emfl.
cxit(l ):
n =wrilc(ncwtile.&Hdr.sil.ooti.DataFiIcHdn):
If (n ~= sl7.eof(DataFileHdr)) {
I!lhr",~ Daw/:ileb(FE_NO_WlfI_Fi [DR).





II read c<lch rec,'rd
rllr (:~ 1{
II read rccord he,-,der
n = read( DOSI·Iandlc.&rcehdr .si.t.<."<1i( IORecordi kader));
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if(n = 0) break:
if (n ~= sizoof{JORecordHt:ader» {
Ilthrow DataFileEx(FE_NO_RD_Rl !DR):
CCIT « "Unubk to read record header." « endl.
c~il\ I):
if (rechdr.RecSig = SIG_DELETEDl {
II ~klp deleted records
pos = lseek(DOSHandle.rechdr.Size.SEEK_CUR)".
if!pos = -Ill {
IIthrow DawFjleE~(FE_BAD_SEEK).




II allocate huller 10 hold Jaw
huf = ne" char[rechdr,SllCI:
if(buf= NULl.,:
11!hr,,,, DalaFileEx(FE_ALLUC)'.
ceIT « "File ml'lTlor~; :lIlocation 1;lilure .. « endl:
e:-;l1( I):
II reao data
n = rcao(lX.lSllandk.buLrcchill SI/.cl
if (n ~= rl'ChJr,Si/C) {
1/11Ir"II' DataFilcEx(FI":_Nt I_RI)_RI·:C J.
ceIT « .. tloahle II' reao file rec,'rd .. « enol'.
cxtt(l ):
II geL OUIPU( p<ISlllon 111 oc" lile
ptT = IcllI,ne\\ lile).
II \\nle header 10 ne\\' lik
rechJrSile = rL'Chdr.RecSi/c.
0= mite(oewlile.&TechJr.si7coft]( IRccordHcauL"').
11' (0 '= sizeo[(IORccordHcaueT)) :
Ilthr<'" l)ataFileE~(fF_N(1_WR'I'_RI U)R).
eelT « "1 Joahle to "nte rec"nJ he"dl'T .. « L'l1dl
exit! I):
1/ write Jata 1(1 nell' lilc
n = \\nte(oe\\ tilc.huf.rechur SI/,c).
if(o '= TcchJr,Si7e) !
11th roll' l)awFllcI:x(Fl':_Nt 1_WRT_RI':C),













II delete old tile
.f(-I = remove(FiLeName)) {
Ilthnm DataFilcExCFE_NO_REM()VE)~
<:crr « "Unable lo delete tile." « endJ~
eXII(I):
II rena me new lile
if\-l == K-namc(lname.FileName)) l
Illhro\\" DataFiIcEx(FE_NO_RENAME):
ct.Tr« "Unable 10 rename tilL--" «t."filll:
cxit(l ):
}
II npen ncwlV-<AJrnpacled (ile
Ix lSI Iand 10.: =opentFilo.:Name,IX ISMot.Ic).
If(OOSHandle =.1) :
IIthro" DataFtleExtFE_N()_(lPEN):
eerr« "Unahle tn opcn tile." «emil.
CXil( I)~
II r~d Jile header
n = rcadIlX)SlIandle,&lldr.si/e(lfl.f)ataFlldIJr)l.
If (n '= slzeollDataFJleHdr») :
IIthro\\ DalaFild:xtFE_NI l_RDJI U)R I
Ct.Tr« "Unahle In read lile header" « t.-ndl~
exit( I):
II go 10 posil1ol1 m fLle
DalaFLlePlr DalaFilc::Set:ktDalllFllcPlr pos) consl {
II make sure position is ouLslde ofhcader
if qx" < sizcoii l)ataFileHJr)J :
IIlhro" DalaFileEx(FE_BAD_SEEKL
Ct.Tr « "File seck failed." « cndL
CX1I( I)~
II gel current ",'SI!lon
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DalllFilePtr pIT = teU(DOSHandle);
/I mo"e \() new posilion
long n = lso.:.:k{DOSHandJe,pos,SEEK_SEn;
II check lor error
if{n = -Ill :
l/thro\\" DataFileEx{FE_BAD_SEEK)'




/1 mnye to next recnrd




II read rewrd header
£1 = read{LXJSHandle.&rechdr.sizeof{ll )RccordHeadcr».
If{n==(J)
return B(X)l.JALSL
,f in '= S1ZC'tlj( IOHceordJlC<Jder)) :
Ilthnm DataFilch(FI·:_NU_RI)_RJ-IDRl'.
cerr« "IJnahle tn rc.:"J rccord hendcr." «endL
eXit! J):
II skip wlla
l-"S = Iscek(1)( JSllandl<:.rechdr Si/.c.SI·:U~_CUR).
iflpos == -11.) :
Illlml\'. I)ataFileb{F1':_lsA()_SI-:I·:Kr
C<.'TT « "hi<: seck failed" « endl.
C"l( I).




cerr « "Unable \n n:\\ md file " « end\.
"X1I( 1'1:
II gel WITL"f11 tile positwn
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mline DataFilePtr DataFile::CurrentPtr~\'oiJ) cons! :
return tell~OOSHandle):
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II Program Name: FILEH
1/ 1"0 useful funCl1()n.~ not 8\'ailable in UNlX
II Felipe:: CitJacache
II Oklahoma State University
II Department of Computer Science













relwn (,tringClass) gelcwd(buf, 512 .
#cnJif
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// HASH TABLE LIBRARY - hash.h (v2.00 4/23/94)
// Do::fmes the abslfa~t base class for implementing ,I
// hash tahle.
// Copyright 1992 .. 1994 Scott Robert Ladd All rights reserycd
/I Modified l0 nUl in a UNlX system b\· Felipe Guaca~he
1/ Oklahoma Sk1le Uniyersity
// Department ofComruter Science












mIme sile_l Hllshlunsig:ned long x. sizc_t buckets)
{
relurn si/c_l(x % (unsigned lonllHhuckclS)):
ellum HashErHlT
IIf_AI.I.oe. //I;lIal: memoT' al1<""'lIo11 I," lure
I1F._ZEROSlZE. // fatal· created buckct wl/.cr(l hu"k.:ls
HE_CORRUPTED, /1 fata I table lIist has tx....·n cnmlrlnl
llE_BADTYl'I'S. //I;llal lrusmal~hooJa!;, 1\ 1""
H"F_T<)( ISMALL. 1/ \lummg: ah<'lIl n:rY smalilahic Sl/e,
II[_DIJPEKEY. I/wammg: about duplicate kc\,








I fashEnlf:\·(const unsignoo IOllg& kx. ,-,<mst unslgnoo l@g& JX).
IlashEntry(const HashEnlry& be):
HashEnlIy& 0p'-'Talor = (const HashEnt,,·& her.
ml operator = (~onsl Ilashl::nI1"& he).















l-lashBucket eonsl HashBuckcl& hn)~
-HashBucket():
HashBuckd & operdtor =(consl HashBucket& hb):
VOId AddEnl1){collst unSigned long.& kx. cons! W1Slgn~-d long& d~):
HooleanEnurn DdEntry(const uns1lUloo long& kx)~
retumTvJ'C FindEnIJ)'(COnsl unsigned long& kx) cunst:
BoolcanEnurn Traverse(R<10I~nEnum(*func)(cons! unsigned Il1Og& kx.
cons! Ullsigned lon8& Li,) I.
prolCCh:d
HashEnlry* FIrst.













HashTablc& operalor = (el1Osl IlashTahk&. hl):
"oid InsertlconslllIlslllm:d lun8& kx. cunsl unsigned IOllg& dx).
1300icanEnwn Ddc!c(Cllll"t unsigncd 101lg& kxl.
rClumTvpe Llx1kllp(consl11llSllmeJ long& kx I cons\.
I1lxlleanEnum Trav.;rserBolllcanEnum (·j'une l(Consl unslgn~-d long&. kx.




HashTahkO. II onl<' for usc hy derived el"sscs~




II HASH TABLE LIBRARY - hash.cpp lv2.00 4/23/941
/I Ddines lhe ahslracl base class If)T implementing a
II hash table.
1/ Cop\'ri!!h1 1992,1994 Scott Robert LlIdd. /\11 rights rL"Se'f\'ed
II Modified 10 run in a UNIX s\'slem b~' Felipe Guacache
II Oklahoma StaLe Univer ity
II Depanmcnl ofCOmpUll'f Science













II~shFntl!".llashEnl~·lconslunsigned long& kx, consl WlSIg.ncd long& <Lx,















II equal-Io comparison opo;rator
mIme lOt IlashEnlr\' .:opcrator = lwnst 1lash! :,nlT\ &. he') :
retW11 IlKc\ = hcKc\') & (Dala == he.Data Ii:
II dJll'erenl-lrom companson O~"Tat<lr
mIme lOt Ilashl:nlr)'.:opcralor ~= lconslllashEnLn& he) :
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return ((Key '= he. Key) & (Data != be.Dala))~
11-------------------------------
/I HashBud:el
/I a bucket for a HashTable
11--------------------------------
II copies a HashBucket lOl0thrS one
\'old l!ashBuckc1::C0p\"(COnSl Hashl3uckcr& hb) .:
if thh First = NULL)
First = NULL.
else ~
First = nc\\ HashEn1n("(hh.FirsOL
HashEntr\" ·\\"ork = First:
HashEnuy ·src = hb.rm<l.
I-lashEnlr} ·Iast = NULL.
tor C~) {
i1'(\\ork = NUll.) :
Ilthr0\\ HashExl HE ALUJC)~










work = ne\\ lIashEnlr\"("srct
II deletes all th enlnes of a \hIS Ha;;hRu.:ket
'Old ilashl3uckelKIII(l :
,I' (First '= NULL) {
IlashEnLr\" ·"'ork =First, "next










mline HashBucket::HashBucket(const HashBw:ket& hb) {
('opy(hb),
Illkslruclor
mime l-IashBuckcl :-Hashl:luckcl() -:
KiIlU;
II assll,ffimcnt operator
mIme IlashBucket& I [ash13uckct::"peralor =lconst Hashl3w:ket& hl">\ ~
Kill(}:
Cupylhb):
rclurn • this :
II ad.d.s a nc\\ enlrY to a HashBuckcl
\o,d llashBuckcl" AddEnlry(consl unsigno.llong& kx. const UllSlgncd [011&& dx) I
l-IashEntry ·enln' = new HashEntry(h.dx):
if lFirst = NlJU.)
Fir,t =cnln":
Ilasb.Entn" ·work =Finil.
\\ hile (work ~= NULL) :
,f(\\ork->Key = kXI ":
Jdele l'TIln":
Illhro\\ ) lashF.xcl n':_f)1 fPEK.r:Y):
c..TI « "Duplicated hash key ignoroo." « emil.
return.





II delcle' an L"flII\" !T,'m a IlashBuckel
Buo\canEnum lIas!illuckct.:(klf·:nt!!"lcllllStul1s'gIloo long& \,X) ;
Hush '"otry ·wmk = Fir,t:
while (work != NULU {
lJ"(\\ork.>Kc} = k-x) :
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Illncs In lind an entry In this HashBueket
return'j \pc HashBuckeL:Flndl:nu:-'\const wlslgncJ long& h) wnsl :
HashEntfY "\(Irk = FirsL
returnT\-pc n,
,,'hile (work ~= NULL) ':





n,I,'und = H(X)L FALSE~
reluml1,
II trmerscs the entries or a Ha,hBuckcts and applles lUncl) III thern
Hllokanl',num IlashBuckcL."! ra\ersc\H\~.lcanLnumI • fWlc 'I consl UI1"'!?l1cJ I"nl/&: ks,
..:nnst lllhlgncu Inng& dXII :
HashEntrY '"ork = Fjrst~
\\hile ("ork '= NULL) :
i" (' I'unCl"'ork->Kc\',,, ork->! )ala I)
return rlOOLJALSI':',
"ork = "ork->Nexl.
11------- ----- ---- --- - ------ ---- ----
II 1lashlahle
1/ a hash \.;Jhlc
1/--- ----- ----- ----- ------------
1/ Cllples the IlashBuckeLs of a IlashTahle "'10 l1us OI1C
""id IlashTahle <,:"pYIConst I rashTahlc& hI) :
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NoOfHuckets = ht.NoOfBuckets:
Table = ne\\ HashBucket[NoOffiucketsj:
if (Table = NULL) {
Iithrow HashEx(HE_ALLOC);
CCTT« "Error: memory all('Cation failure." «end!:
cxit(I):
for (Size_II = (): i < NoOLBuckets: ++i)
TableliJ = hLTablclil:
II deletes the HashBuckeL~ of this HashTablc




H"shTahle::HashTable() :11 only used b,· dcn\"t:J class.:s'
No': lfRuckets = (I:
Tahle = NULL.
1/ con"CrSHln construe lor
IlashTahlc·:HashTable(sizc_l huckets) {
II veri I'. numher oj"huckets
If tbuekcts < 9\ ~
I/thro\\ Ilasnb(1 fE_Te)( )SMALI.)
CCTT« "Numtx'T ofl Iashlluckcts \S I'Xl small"« enJI.
exit( I L
II storc numhcr ofhuckets
N,.OlBuckcts = huckcb·
II allocatc Table
Table = new I lashl3ucket INo( llHuckets I.
if(Tahlc = N1 TLLI {
Illhr,," I (asW:x(IIF I\LLUC).
cerr « "fo:fTllr: memory all(<.:{Illon failure" « ..:ndl.
eXIt( I L
II copv constructor











II inserts entries in HasbTable
\oid HashTable':lns"rt(const unslgJI"J long & kx. const unsigned long & dx) {
Tablel Hashlkx.NO< lffiuckels)j.AddF.ntry(h,dx):
II deletes cnlne$ from llashTahle
Buoleal\[,lurn H.ashTable::I.>elete(consl wlsigJl<.'J long & kx) {
return Table[Hashlkx.NoOIBuckets)].DclEntrv(kx):
II tries I" lind enlrles m HashTab!c
return'l 'l"-' IlashTahlc:.I .OOkUI'(l:<1I1st UnSI[UlcJ I<lllg& kx) e"lI>l .;
relum Tahlelllashrkx,NoOtBuekets)\.FindFntIY(kxl.
IILTa"ers", "lithe entncs 10 HashTables and aprltes ("tllC( 110 them
!3ouleanLnLlnl II"s!lTahle :Tw""iselBooleanEnum ,·lllllcl!u.mslllnslgJled long & kx.
wnslllnSlg.ncd long & d\IJ :
I," (sl~e_t n = O. n < Nd ltHuekets: ++0) :
if(B(X)I.JAJ.~1: = Tahlelnl.Tra"'~rSelr'IllC'J
return 1~()()1. 1-'1\1..';1:.
'lze_1 Hash(const char' x, sil.e_t hucketsl .:
II assume thaI character array IS nulllerrmnalcJ'
unsignc'tllong n = 0;











outDlsplayMsg.("rnemorv allocation falluIt:" ,DIAG_ERROR):
hr<:ak:
case HE_ZEROSlZE









out.DisplayMsg("1I of hash buckets IS verY srnall".DI/\G_WARNING):
break:
case l-lE_DUPEKEY
oUl J)jspla~Msgl"duplicatchash key 19T1ored".D1Ati_WARNIN(;):
hrcak
case HE_NOTFOUND:
l)ut.DisplayMsg("hash rccord nOl found".DIAG _I,VARNlNGl.
break.
udaul!.
ou!.DisplayMsg("uncxp<.:ctcd hash tilc Cxcc.'P1l<m".DIACi FATAL):
OJ
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II FILE LIBRAR Y - hashfileh t,200 5/1194)
II Delines a lile typ.: ti.,r disk-ba-.l data lilc~ that are
II mdexeU ,;a a hash tahle.
II Cop~T1LZht 1992.1994 Scot! Robert Ladd. All rights n...scr.cd
II Mudi1ied to run in a UNIX s\ stem hy Felipe Guacaehe
II Oklahoma State Unin"rsit\
II Departmenl "fComputer Science














// A huekel lor" HashFilc
/1- -----. ------ -- ---- ---------------- ------------- --------




HashFilcBuckdtconsl HashBuckct &: hh>.





1/ The type orllashTahle used hy Ilash File
11------- ----- ---- ---------- ---- -- ---- -- --- ---------------
class HashFiJeTahle public HashTahle :
public:
/I Ctlnstmclor
HashFileTahlelsizc_1 huckeLs. const slnngClass & tile).
IlasliFileTahle(eonsl strangelass & tile).
IlashFileTahle(const Ilashhlclah1c & hli>.
HashFilcTahle(conslllashTahlc & 11ft):
-llashFikranlc():








/I A tile storing data by key. usJDg a hash Lable
//---------_._-------------------------------------
class HashFJIc . pri\'ate HashFileTablc. pri\'ale DalaFile .:
ruhlic:
/I exisling hash Ji1c
HashFile(const slringClass& basename):
/I new hash file
HashFilt.'(sl/.e_t buckets, C<I11st slnngClass& basename):






HashFile(const HashFile & Mile\.
/1 assiFJUllC11t \lperator
IlashJ:,k & operator; leonst IlashFilc & hJi Ie):
II write a record
,oid Writcleonsl wmgncd long & \;C\', e,mst ])alalllo,;\..& dbJ.
1/ positions tile pointcr 111 the tirst rewrd
\oid R.C\\ md\\oid) 1])au,File Rc\\ indO.}
/1 rt:.1d iI Tccord
DataBlock R.ead(const unsigned "lIIg & \..c.\ 1.
// sequentially reads a fL'Cord
DaLaBlnck RC<td\\old) { return Data.File: ReadU.:
// delete" record
l:luo\eanEnum Dc1ekl",-mst uns'gned 1unl!- & kc\,/.





/1 FILE LIBRARY -- hashfile.cpp (\"200511/94)
/I Odines a file lyIX lor disk-basoo dala lik..,. lhal are
/I inuexeJ via a bash table.
/I COpYrighl 1992.1994 Scolt Robt.-rt Ladd. All ri[thts reseryed
1/ Modilieu 10 nm 10 a UN[)( svstem by Felipe Guacacbe
/I Oklahoma Stale UniY'efSlty
/1 Department of Computer Science
/I Lasl Modified 08/31/95
#include "hash.rile.h"
const Signature HFTSig = OxFF746668./I 'hft'





II /\ bucket I"r a Hashrilt:
1/------------------------------------------------
/1 delimit C<1flslructor
inhne HashFilcBu"kct::llashFilcBucketO HasnJ3uckel{) {
1/ COp\ constructor
mlin" I lashFileBuckcl :HashFlleBlLckel(Const I fashFileBuckel & hb)
: IlashBuckel(hb): ;
/1 ennn:rsion constructor
mlille IlashFiIeBuckct:.llashFi1cBuckdtcollst llashlluckel& hhl
. Ilashfluckel(hhl: :
// assignmclll orc--rah,r
mlinc nl1U llashhldluckel :,'pcralor = (co'lslllashFildluc!o-ct & hill:
IlashBuckct :operalor = (hb I.
1/ Wnh:s the L'TIlries (11' a H.ashFildluckel to uhk
\\ltJ llaslll'lidlucket: .Wnlc{ D"lahleOulpu!& tile) :
I latarlluck db.
IlashElllI) *e = Firs!.
"har hulj32].
uslrslrcum slrC<Jmlhuf. ~ ~ ,:
\\ hile l.c ,= NULL) -:
stream «e->Ke\"

















e = ne\\' HashEntn.
if Ie = NULL) {
Iluuo\\ Ha,hE~\\HE_A.\.LnC)-.
C'-'IT« "Error: m~llT\' allocation 1:lilure "« t'TJdl:
exilll):
f
hur =(char 'j (\'<lid 0) db',




huf= (char 'j (\'l\ld oJ dh·.
/I rcau tile p'>mter
,trcam » c·>Datil.
e·>Pre\' =pre\':
If (pre\' '= NIJLJ.)





II 'Tne lyre of[lashTahlc used hy llashFi1c
11..·•..·-_··_-_···_·····_--_····....__··_·.-_····_----_·
II COfi\'erSHln conslmclor
mhn!: lIashFileTable::HashFtIcTahletsizt:_I buckels. wnst stnngClas, & lik'i
HashTuhlclhuckelsJ. FileNamellilcl : :
/1 cun'·L"tSlon cnnst.ru.cI()r




II read header wi # or buckets
DataBhlCk db = tnpuIR~dO:
If \(HITSig != db.GetSigO) II (sizoof(size_I) 1= db.GetSize())) (
Iithrow HashFileEx(1-£FE_[NV_!-£FILE):
cerr« "Error: im·alid hasb table" « endl:
cxit( I):
NoOlBuckets = o«size_t ·)/(yoid ')oh)):
II allocate Table
Tahle = ne\\ HushF·iJeBucket IN\>olBuckebJ·.
if (Table = NULL) {
l!Llm'" HashEx(HE ALLOC):
cerr « "bTor allocating hash tile tahle." « L"TlOI'.
eXII( 1J:
IlashFileBucket> lplr = \llashFileBueket >)Tahle:
II read huekels




inlmc IlashFllcT..hk: IlashFiIcTahldconslllashFilc"lahlc & hIlI
IlashTahle\hlil: :
II con,crsilln constructor
mhnc [Iashrllclahlc.:f lashFileTahleteonsl IlushTable& hlil
·llashTahle! hli I :




inhne Yllid Hash!'ileTable :l'J1Cralor = (consl 11ashFilcTuble & hli):
HashTable::opt--ratoT =(hIt):
II eXt'l:lItes the actual ",TitinE! of data tn disk
\OId llashFileTable: :ComnulO {
if(Tahle '= NULl.1 :
Illlp<.'fl data tile
DataFlld JutpulllUlput(FileNamel.
II \\nle header wi # of buckels





l-lashFileBucket • hucht = {l-lashFileBuckcl ')Tablc',
for (sizc_t n =0; n < NoOlBuckels~ ++n) {
buekel->Write{output):
++huckel;
11- -------------------------------- -------------- -----
II HashFile
II A tile stonng claW!", key. usmg a hash table
11---·----_·_-----_·_·_--_·_-------_·_------------------.---






HashFile::llashFiIc(size_t huckcts, consl stringClass & basename)







1)alaFile(MakcFilcNamclhasename,l )auJFileExl lJ:M_NEW I.
Hashl-'JlcTablelhuckcts,MakeFJleNamelhasl.'n:lmd iilshl-'Jlehlll :
DaulBlock dt>:
800icanEnum reading = B(X lL_T1Hnc,
data 'lass 'obr
while (reading) :
dt> = inpul R.ead( l.
if(dh IsNulll)
break:
if (classNamc = (stringClass) 'CITY")
ohj = nc\\ cit) (dhL
clse
If (className = (slringClassi "WFAnn:R"l
ot>J = ne\\ \\<:alhcr(dhl.
cisI.'
if (classNarnc = IstnngClass) "PAUn
obI = lie" rathe.dh).
ci,1.'
if (classNamc == (stringClass) "LOCATION")
oil) = nc" location(dt>i,
clse
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if (classNam.: = (stringClass) "CONVEYANCE")
obj = n.:\\ conveyanet:{ub)'
else
if (className = (stnngClass) ·CARGO"]
obJ = n.:\\ cargo«.db):
elsc -:





II write a rL"Cord
\ <lid IlashFlle::Wnte(const unsIgned long & key. const DataBloek& uhl :
II slore Ua.ta
DataFilePlr ptr = DataFi1eWrite(dh);
II add kt:y anu pointer III hash table
llashFileTable InSCrL(kc\ .plr):
II read a record
DataBlock HashFilt:::Reau(const unsigned lon&& kc) J :
/I g.Cl p<,inll.'l to record \1S key to hash wblc
retumTyflC rt = HashFileTable·:L<K,klJp(keyJ.
,f(r! I<'und) :
II sci lile p<lInler
DawFilc.Seck(ru1Ita).




/I delete a record
13<K11eanFnum HashFile :Ddctc(consl unstgncJ lOllg.& kc~ l {
















II builds a file name
slnngChlss MakeFileName(COnsl stringClass & hasename. consl slringClass & eXI) .:
stringClass name:







/I FlLE LffiRARY - persist.h (5-1-94)
II DeClO'" u class lor handling typc-independanl data.
II Copyright 1992.1994 Scott Robert Ladd All rights res~"f...ed
II Moditied to nul in a UNIX system by Felipe Guacache
II Oklahoma State Univ'eTsity
II Depanmenl of Computer Scienex







II The data type used as tin ldeTltllication wde lor
II blocb of data. This should be a unique yalue for
II each object tyPC.
/1------------------------------------
typedef unSIgned Jong Signature:
extern conSl Signalure USER_SK'.BASE:
c';tern Cl,lnst Signaturc SYS_SIG_BASE.
extern eonst Sig,n<lturc lJSF.R_Sin_MAX:
II-- --- -------- ------- -------- ------ -- --------- -. ----.--
If Datal3locl-
II Conlnmers SIOTl' Ihl'se. ohJecls arc cTcated Irom lhem
II---- ---- -- ------ ----- ---- ---- ----- ----- ------ ----- ----- ----










lJal<lBlock(Sign<lture sig. SliC_! S/. Wllsl 'old • dat<l = NIILI.L








ofX-'T<lIOr consl \'(lid • () C(lns!:
opemlor \'(lid • 0:









e:>.1em const DawBloek NULL_BLOCK:





if (RullhPtr '= NULL)
delete II BullcrPtr:
mlille Signature DataBl'l<:k: GdStgO consl :
return BloekSig:
rclurn Butl(:rSi7C:
mlmc I)a taBlock::operator wnst \"()~d • () consl ':
return Bulli:rPtr',
mlinc Datal~lock. opewlor V01<.l • 0 ,;
rcturn Hul1(:rl'tr





II internal t'Wlclton for reading./wrilinll DalaBh>cb




// FILE LIBRAR Y -- persist.cpp (5-1-9·n
// Dt:rmes a class lor handling typ<:-Uld<:p<:mlao\ data.
/1 Copyright 1992.1994 Sc<lt1 Robert Ladd All nghts reserved
/1 Modified to nm in a UNIX system hy Felipe: Guacache
II OlJahoma Sl<Ite Uruversi~'
II Department "rComputer Sel<:n~




coost Signaturc USER_SIG_BASE = O:-.'OOOO(JOOO,
consl Signature SYS_SIG_BASE = OV'(l()(Xl\)(I(J:




1/ i\ dnlamlc"lh-allocatcd piece ormem0l"
II ..-.-..--. -. ----. --. ---- -- -- - ----. ----•.-..-- ------- -- ---









Ilulrer!'tr =(mid ')m:,' charlS?l:
if (BuITcrPtr = NULL) {




DaLaBlock:DataBlock(C<lDst Dal<lBlock & dhl :
ButlerSI/.c = dh.l3ullcrSi/c:
mockS,g =db F3lockSIl!.
Oulk'TP'Lr = I"old ·)oe\\ chari HullerSizcj.
,I' (RutlerPtr = NT JU) {




DataBlock & DataBlock::operator =(oonsl DataBlock & db) {
BlockSig = db.BlockSig:
if (BuflerSize 1= db.BurTerSize) {
BuO'erSize = db. BuITerSiz.e:
if (But1erPtr 1= NULL)
delete [I ButTerPtr:
!3ufli".Ptr = (\·oid ·)lIe\\ charfButTerSiLej'
if (BufferPtr = NULL) -:
COlli « "DdtaBlock m"mory alloc failed" « end!:
exit!. I ):
memcp\·(BuITcrPtr,dh.But1erPtr.But1erSize):
return • this :
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II DYNAMIC STRING CLASS -- str.h
II Provides a g~n~ral dynamic stnng class.
II Copyriglu 1991-1994 Sooll Robert Ladd. All Rlghls R<."Servoo.
1/ Modilied to run in a UNIX system by F~lipe Gua<:ache
1/ Oklahoma State Univ·ersit\·
II D<.-panm~nlof Computer SClen.:e








L'T1um StrCompVal: SC_LESS, SC_EQUAL SC_GREATER. SC_ERROR :
t"IJW11 StrCl'mpMoJc : SM_SENSITlVE, SMJ(iNORF.;:






stringClass(conSI stnngClass & str):
Slrilll!ClasslcolISI char· cstrl.
stnngClass(strstrC'.lm & slrrnl.
stringClass(slZc_t counl, char tillCh = '\(l'j',





II value return mcth(){b
Size_I LClIgthl,l COIISt.
Sill'_t SIze ) oon.st.
II creale a c-string [Tom String methou
operator Cl'nS! char • 0 COII:<1.
II asslg:nrn~ntmethod
slnngClass OpCralllT = (COIIsI stnngClass & slrl.
stringClass "pem!or = (strslre<lm & slrrn r.
Ii concatenation methods
lnelld slnngelass operator + (':"TlS! stringClas" & sIr I.
cnnst strmgClass & slr2 L
mend stringClass "pl:rator + (consl stringClas: & str I. char ch)·.
\"<)IJ opera lor += (consl stnngClass & slrl.
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void operator += (char ch)~
/I cornpanson methods
int operator < (const stringClass & str) ~onst;
int operator> (coml stnnllClass 8:. sir) con~!:
lOt o!"--ralor <= (const stringClass & sir) const,
lOt operator >= (cons! strinllClass & sir) const:
int operator = (const stringClass & sir eonst~
in! operator '= (cons! stringClass & str) const.
StrCompYal Comparc(consl soinp.Class & Sir.
StR:ompMode caseChk = SM_IGNORE) cons!.
ff suhstring search methods
BooleanEnum Find(const slnngClnss & slJ,
sizc_t & pos.
SlrCompMoJe caseChk = SM_IGNORE) consL
fl substring deletion method
"'lid J)elete(SlZC_1 pos, SlLc_t COWlIL
ff substring msertion methods
void Insertlsize_l pos. char ch}.
void InsertlSil.c_l pos. const stringClas, & sir):
1/ suhstring retrie\'al method
SlrlDgClass Cutlsizc_t start, sizc_t count) con.-!:
slringClass CutHcad(sl7c_t ~ountJ COilS!.
stringClass CutTail(sizc_t countJ consl:
ff eha racter rctncv8 I mcthod
"har operator II (siLC_t pos) emlS!.






/I stream mput!oulput methol,b
Lncnd ostremn 8:. 0r>t:ralor « lostrcam 8:. Slml,
const stringClass 8:. slrl.




Sl7~_t SIZ~ fl allocated sizc
S1Z~_1 I.cn: /I CWT~nl Icngth









II obtain \ersion nwnber
mline 101 sLnngClass::VersionO
{
return 0600~ /I \'(.'fSion 6.00
/I value return methods
inline SllC_l stringClass::Lt:ngth(,l const
return Len~
l




Inhne "uld slrin~Class:.operalor+= (lAlItsl stnngClass & str)
"lhts = "this + str~
inline \'oid slringClass::oT,,:rntor += (char ch)
"thIs = "this + eh.
/I ercalc a e-slnng ITom Stnng method
mlmc stringClass. "peral\)[ COllsI ehar " (J e'>I1s1
relllm Txt.
II comparison methods
mime Inl slnngClass. operal<'r < llAmsl slringClass & sir) C<lItsl
retlIm ICnmpare(slr) = SC_I.ESS).
mlinc ml sUlngClass :operator > (const sUlngClas' & sir) cnnsl
relum tComparc(Slr) = SC_(iRI:An·:R).
mIme ml stnngClass::operntor <= (eonst stnngClass & sIn const
return (Compare(slr) '= SC_OREAn:R J:
inhnc lilt sLnngClass. opera I\)[ >= (const stnngClass & sir) const
mline inl stringelass :operalor = (consl strinll-Class & str) cnnsl
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relurn (Compare(strl = SC_EQUAL):
mline ml stringClass::opeT3tor '= (const stringClass & sir) const
{
return (Compare(str) ~= SC_EQUAL);
II character TetrleyaI method










/I stream 110 functIOns
inline (lslream & operator « (ostream & .tml. '-'lllISI stringClass & slI)




1/ DYNAMIC STRING CLASS - SIr.cpp
// Provides a gtmeral dynamic suing .:lass
// Copyright 199\-1994 Scott Robert Ladd. All Rights ReSl-'f\·,"d.
// Modifll::d to nul m a UNIX ,,'stem bv Fdipe Guacache
// Oklahoma State Uni"ersity
1/ Defllll1m<-'J11 or Compute! Science









II Tv. 0 useful small functi,lOS
char' ,trl" rlchar' slr) :
char 'ptr=slr~
"Iule(oplr} 'ptr++ = IO]<l\\erl·pln.
return stL
chart strupr(char' sir) .:
char 'ptr=slr~
\\ hile( °ptn °ptr++ = touppert·ptn.
rC[um:-.lr:
//-- ----- ----- -- --- -- ------- -- -- -- ---------------. -----------
1/ Slnng class
//..---------- -- -- -------------------- -- ------------ -- --------
// c1ass-glohal oonsl.lnl imtiah7.lllion
si/.e_t strlllgClass::Alloclncr = l\.
1/ calculate the ,,1l<lCilllOn si7e I"r it slnng
mime S1ze_t slringClass:CaIcSJ7.(size_I n<-'<-'<.led).
"









,trinF-Class .slnngClass(const stnngClass & slf),,









if (T:>'1 = NUll)-:
Illhro\\ DebugStringt"this,SE_ALLCX:t




stnngClass: :slnngClass(<.:onst char" cslr)







TXI = ne\\ char ISi7].
ir(ht == tIl.Ll:
/lumm DchugSlrlllg! "this.SE_ALU x.'l.
cerr « "Error allocating memory lilT stnng " « <.."dl.
eX11(1):
m<..'lTlcpv(Txt,cstr,Len + I):










T:>.1 = new char[SIZ.\:
if(TxI = NULl.) {
IIWo\\ LXbugStrlngt "uus,SE_AI.I,( x: l.








II termUlale slream with a null
strm « ends:








CCTT« "Error allocating m,:mnr; fix string" « emil:
exil( I):
II copy characters from sln:am
strcl'Y ( I\:l.slnll.slr()):,,
stnngClass::SlrUl!lClass(si,C_1 massv.e. <:<mst char' «lmmt,
{
II all''''ate temporal' hulkr
char' hullL']' = nc\\ charlmaxSl:lel:
iflhlllrer= JI.1.):
IIthnm [)chugSlnngl·thlS.SE_i\U.( lC):
celT« "Frwr allocallng m,"ffi'ln li'r slnn!!- " <<. ellJl'
exit( I):
II milializc ar!lwlwnt list
\ a_lISt args;
\a_slartlarg..s,lormat).
/I t<,rmal ilL'TTlS into huller hascd on formal
#If(MSC_VER >= lJs7(1(1)
I.en ~ _\'snpnnlli hutlcr.masSlzc,!<lnllal.args).





II ,-nd aTgwncnt list processing
\a_cnulargs),
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II calculate reljuired T>.:t length
Siz = CalcSiztLcm):
II allocate Txt
TXI = m:y, char{Siz]:
if rht = NULL) {
Ilthnw. D<:bugStringt-this.Sf_ALLOC):
c~'TT « "Error allocating memory lor stnng'" « l.."I1dL
cxit( I):










stringClass slnngClass: opt:ralor = [COllst stnngl'las, & sIr)
II C"r' kng.th and size
Len = str.l.t:Tl:
:-ilL = str.SiL:






II allocate a nel\ buncr
Txt = ne" chari Sil'l.
If(rXI = NULL) {
Iithro,," DchugString,( "lhlS.SE_AJ.Le x.'l.
eerr « "Error alloeatmg memory [(ll stnng " « enc.J1.
exit( I).
1/ corl' source tex1 In dc"lmahon
memep\ (l\t.str.ht.1.A::n + I).
/1 outa he"Te
return 'tillS.
stnngClass strmgClass::operdtor = tstrstrc<,m & slrm)
i
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II delete existing text butTcr
iftTx1.!= NULL)
delete IJTxt~
II terminate stream with a null
sum « ends;




Ii allocate lex1 butler
Txt = nc" chariSizl·
iftTxt = NULL) {
IIthro'" DebugString.(°!his.SE_ALLCX:).
cerr « "Error allocating memory for string." « endL
e)(lttl1:




strmgClass operator + lellnst slnn~Class &. slrl.c(lns\ slrllll!Class &. su2)
II calculate IOlallength of string
unsll!l,eJ long t"talLen = (unSIgned I"nglstrl Len
/I if addm!? t\\l> ('-length slJ1Ilgs. return a (I-Icnlllh smng
,fllntall.ell == ('I
return result.
/I make sure that thc combmoo length Isn't I,.., hml?
1t'I.l,Il.J11.en> IJlNT_Ml\Xl :
I/Ihnm SlnngEx(SE_T( X>_1.< JNCil.
ccrr « "Error' slnng IS 100 l<lOf.." < enUl'
exittl)·.
II sCI sIze and length
r..:sult Len =0.
rcsul1.SJ7 = stnngClass::C;IIcSi/t(. ize_llhllall.l'T!):
/I alIoca Ie bulkr
r..:sull '1 Xl =Ile\\ charlresul1.S1LI;
if (resull.TX1 = NUll.) {
IIthrn" Slrmg[x(SE_ALLOC)·.
<:crr «"Frror allnc':lling memory lor slnng "« end!.
e'11(1).
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+ (Uns,glle-J l"ng Istr2 I.cn.














stnngClass operator + ".:onst slnngClass & sLr, ehar ch)
{
slI1ngC lass resuh:
if (str.T:-'1 = NULL)
II irthe string 's ~pl\, it cunwins onc character
resull. Len = I:
re-;ull.SI7 = stringClass':AllnclncL
rcsull.Txt = nc"- "liar jrcsuh SI/.].
,ruesuh Txt = NlnJ.) .:
IIUm'" StnngE,,(SEJ\l.LOC):






11,1' slnng 's maxImum length, error
if(strI.L-n == tJINT_MJ\X1 {
IltJu,'\\' SlI1ngEx(SE_T(XU .ON( i J.
cerr « "Emw string is too I,mg." « L"T1dl.
eX'I(11.
II incrLmenllengtll of string
resull.l"cn = str.Len + J.
II if k-ngth =si7e. JnLTe<lSe sIZe
iJ'(rcsult Len = stLSIZ)





r<-'Sult.T,,:t = ne" charf resull.Siz\
If{result.Txt = NULL) :
/lthro.... Strin~x{SE_ALLOC)~
cerr « "Error allocatmg memory lor stnng.." « en&.
exit{ I):






StrCompVal stnngClass::Cornpare(const stnngClass & str.
StrCol1lpMoc,k: cas<.:Chk I ~lmSl
,,
/I handle sflCcial cases .... here one strmg IS empty
if (1',,1 = NULL)






/I cumpare the # of charactcrs In thc shortcr stTlng
SU'C l t;lIUrll.









/I ~se lOs<.mslti\·c C<.lrnp<trisnn
fnr (. = 0. I < count: ++,)
{
cl =(char)loln\\cr(rxtli\):
c2 =(charltnl.,\\ cr(str Txt! i\):
IIII' charact..-rs clilfcr
II" (el '= ~2)
I
l








lor Ii = 0: i < COWlt: ++i)
cl =Txt\ij·.
c2 =str.T:-.1Iil:
/I if characters ditTer
if(el '= e2),
l





1/ at thIS POint. no diiTerenCl.."S \.. ~.,.e found
,I' (Len = str.Len)
return SC_EQUAI..
else
II is kngths diller. shorter string < kmgcr one




ROlllcanEnum stringClass::Fmd(const stringClass & str.
sw,_I & pos.
StrCompMode cas~'Chk I cons! :
II uses the brute force method
,I' (Len < str.l~nl
return AOOLJ'ALSF·.
If duphC<lie hullers
char" Larget = nc"" charlLcn + 11'
.1' (targct = NU1.L) {
Ifthr"w DehugString("this.SF._ALI.( lC).
c~"lT « "Error alloc'ltlng. memory lor slnng " « ~~Idl.
exillll:
char "f'<Ilt~-rn = ne\\ char\str.Len + II:
ifq'lallcrn = NUll.) .:
1Ith.r<>\\ ()ebugStrmg( 'thIS.S!:_i\I.LJlCt




II crc:ate return value \'3riab\e
B,xllc:anEnwn n:sult.
II convert to alllowcrcase if case-inscr\sltive search
If l<:ust:Chk = SM_IGNORE) :
strh, r(target);
strlwr(panem),
II calculate last position in "this \\ here str could he
siZC_l "n<1 = Len - sir. Len.
size_tp,l:
1/ start atthc beginning ofltargcl
P'" = (1-.
r = 0: II bcglOOlng of paltcrn
t = pos: II begirullng of s<::trch positIon to target
1/ while charuCll."fS match
/1 and ",c're: nol at the end of the stnngs
while «patlemlrl = lllrgctltll
&& (paltemlrl != OJ
&& (Iargetlll ~=(l1I
,
1/ mOl e In nex' character
rlt.
/I I I' \\ e'ye reached the end of paltem
/1 \\e\'c [,'und paltem In Largel
if (pattemlpl =0) :
r"sult = I3UO!._·mUE.
break'.
II if wc\-c reached the end of targel
II or \\e\e: searched far enough
II patlCTT1 has nnl hcl"fl ('''lilt!
if «lllrget[ 11 = (I) II (f'<\s >= L"fId»
result = BOO!.J ALSf::
break.
II keep looklO!? -;lllrting al the mIsmatch
++pos,
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// suhstnng deleuon method
,"oid stringClass,:Delcle(slU_1 IXIS, sizc_l count) ':
,f(Txt=NULL)
return.
1/ error if deleting outside of stnng
If «pos + COWll - 1) > Len) {
IIthroll DehugStnng( "this.Sr._lNVI\LTD)~
ccrr« "Error: deletmg outsidc sInn!!' "« end!:
cxit(l ):
/1 length of new smng
nell Len = Len . count:
,I' ((SIZ - nCII Len) > AJloclncr)
1/ alIocalion sill' has changed
1/ calculate ncw size
S,z = CalcSI7(newLen):
// create nCII hurTer
char' rcsull = nc\\ chari Sill~
If (rcsull = NUll.) :
//thnl\\ DehugStringl."thls.S[·:_ALI.< lC):
ccrr« "Error allocatmg memory li,r slnng " «cnJ!.
C,\'1( I):
1/ cop" characters mto nCII' huller
char * tl'lr = rcsult.
ti:lr (i = 0: i <= Lt:n: ++,)





II delete' \lld hunt.'''
dclete II hI.
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II assign new buffer
Txt = result,
dse
Il,ust "slide" characLers dU\m
for (i = pos: i <= pos + count: +Til
Txtlil = TX1[i + count/:
Lcn = ncwLen:
II substring insertion methods
\'old smngClass.:lnsert(sizc_t pos, char chl
if ([XIS> Len) :
Ilwo\\" DcbugSmngl *this,SE_!NY!\LID):
cerr « "Ermr: inserting outSIde SIring." « end!:
c,il{ I).
if (Txt = NUU)
II an L"Il1ply slnn~ = ch
I.en = I:
SIZ =AlJoc!ncr:
TXl = ncw char ISizl:
If (Txt = NULl.):
IlLhnm DcbugSlring(·thls,SE_ALI.LX.:).
ccrr « "Errnr .. lIncllling mCnlOry Ii,r slnng " « cndl
e,illll,
Txl[OJ = ch:
Txt! I I = '\Ullll'.
e1sc
,,/.e I nc\\ Lcn = Lcn + I,
si/.c t l'
if (ne\\ Len == SIt)
II need a larger l'>uller
Siz += Allodm:r
II create resultnran' huffer
char· rcsult =nc\\ charIS;/.I.
char· lr1r = resull'
If (result = NUl.L) .:
Ilwo\\ ()Cl'>ugStnng,( ·lhh.SE_AI,L< x..'l.
ccrr « "Error a linea ling mCIT1<>n' for string" « L'Tldl:
C\11( J):
II copy In old builL'!, IDSL'Tllllg ch \I hen ne.:dcJ
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II delele old huBer
Jelt~le 11 T:-.1:





II sliJe cha.raclcrs ri~1





Len = new J.en~
,""id stnn~Class :InsL.'Tt(sIZC_ t pos, consl sLringClass & sir)
.;




CCTT « "r-:mlf" inseTting outside string." « l~1Jl
c"il\ I):




/I calculalC nc\\ length
WlSlgneJ '<l~ louliLen = str.LL'Tl + I,en~
IflIOlaILL.'Tl > ULNT_MAXI:
I!thrnw DchugSlring( ·lhi"SF_TOO_LONG}.
ccrr « ''["'rror: slnng is 100 long" «L"Tldl.
c"lt(I):
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II if ne\\" length> CWTcot size
if (totaU.,en > Siz)
1/ allocatc nc\\ huffcr
Si7 = CaIcSizttsizc_t)totalLen)~
char • result = ne\\ char ISizl·
char • tptr = r~sult:
II ~op~ hufTers from source. !nngs
for (I =0. i <= Lcn. ++i)
if(i = ['os)
1,






/1 delcle old hulTer
delete II Txl ~
JI assign ne\\ huller




II slide scellun uld huller to nght
I,'r (I = Len + S1r,LL"O~ I > pos + slr.L~n'. --i)
htlil =Txtl' - str,Lcnl~
II onsert ne\\ string
l"r (I = O. 1< slr.Len: ++11
htlT''''; + il = str,htlil:
I.en =tslZ<:_fJlutall ,aI.
II ,uhsLring reLnc\'al method
slringClass stnngClass:'CuIlSllC_L start, slZ-C_1 counl) consl
if (\sl;,rt + (;(lun\) > 1..."0) :
IIthrn\\" J)chullString( °thls,SE_INVAl.lm.








resuJl.T:-1 =new chari rcsuJt. Siz]:
if \resull.Txt = NULL) :
Iithrow DdlUgSlru1g\· this,SE_ALLOC)~






slrmgClass stringClass :CutHcadlsil.e_1 counl) e<lnsl,,
if (count> Len) :
Iithrow Debug-String( ·tIus.SE_1NVALm)~
ccrr« "Error' In\alid cut operation." «endl:
exit\ I):
stnngCl"" rcslllt~
if \count > 0)
reSllII.L~'11 = COlml:
resull.Siz = CalcSil.(coun():
result Txt = new chari resull.SizL
iflresull.Txt == lJl.l.):
IIlIm." I.kbugSUlng\ ·lllls,SI·:_ALU )CL
















result. T:-'1 = ne\\ char! result Siz1:
if (resultT:-'1 = NULl) {
IILhro\\ DehugSUlng( 'lh,s,SE_ALLt)C):
cerr < "Error alloc.lting memory lor suing."« endL
c"it( I):





jf ([xt ~= NULL)
strurr(TxL):
Hlld s!TingClass' :Tol_o\\ err)
,













II stream lit) l'uncllons
,stream & 0f""f1ItOr» (istrcam & slrm, sUlnjl.Class & str)













1/ Make!ilc lor lSpS:






Df.:HUG I = -c S(DEHUCr) -DFUNCPROTO -DXTFUNCPROT()
LIDS = -1m -lXm -IXI-IXll -IXc~t -IPW -Ieh -lmcl-lnsJ -Iseq


























$(CC) S{DEBUG I) tspsC
$(CC) $IDEBr IG I) slr.C
$(CC) StDEBUCi I) hashf.le.C
${eel $(DEI3UG I) hash.l'
$(CC) $(DEBUG I) dawlile.C:
$(ec) $(DEOUG I) perslSI.l'
${C(.' I $(DEB(J(j I, datacl.C
$fCC) $(DE13UG I) dlcl.C
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